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Reissued Dec. 9, 1947 Re. 22,947 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
22,947 

MULTIPLYING UNIT 
Hugh L. Clary and William H. Petit, Los Angeles, 

Calif., assignors, by direct and mesne assign 
ments, to Clary Multiplier Corporation, Los 
Angeles, Calif., a corporation of California. 

Original No. 2,403,480, dated July 9, 1946, Serial 
No. 281,082, June 26, 1939. Application for 
reissue August 24, 1946, Serial No. 692,740 

(CI. 235-60) 16 Claims. 

This invention relates to multiplying machines, 
and more particularly to a multiplying mecha 
nism adapted for attachment to, or association 
With, known machines so as to supplement the 
functions normally performed by such machines 
With a multiplying function. 
In the manufacture of multiplying machines, 

as far as applicants are informed, the endeavors 
which have heretofore been made to produce such 
a machine have been to produce an independ O 
ent multiplying machine having its own peculiar 
characteristics and design. 
The multiplying mechanism which is the sub 

ject of this invention may however be combined 
With machines which include an adding func 
tion. So as to be operated from the keyboard 
thereof. 

It is a particular object of this invention to 
provide an improved multiplying unit whereby 
the product of two numbers which have been 
Set up by the depression of appropriate keys may 
be in parted automatically and rapidly to an ac 
Cumulator or printing mechanism associated 
thereWith. 

It is another object of this invention to pro 
vide a multiplying unit adapted for chain mul 
tiplication wherein multiplication of two or more 
factors may be accomplished in a continuous 
process without resetting any of the products 
on the keyboard. 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

a multiplying unit having associated therewith 
banks of keys, a printer and an accumulator, and 
having means actuated by the keys for setting 
the factors of a multiplication to produce a prod 
uct, and in which multiplying unit there is pro 
Vided a decimal control means whereby keys of 
a higher order may be used to set one of the 
factors, and which keys may subsequently be 
utilized to represent numbers of a lower decimal 
Order, said product being printed in the decimally 
Correct nanner by the printer and accumulated 
by the accumulator. 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

a nultiplying unit adapted to be utilized as an 
attachment for an accounting machine by merely 
replacing one or more of the accumulators of 
Said machine so as to convert the function of 
the elements controlling the operation of such 
accumulators to controlling elements for mul 
tiplying functions. 
Another object of this invention is to pro 

duce a multiplying unit adapted for combination 
With a standard adding machine mechanism and Which multiplying unit is operable to produce a 

15 

2 
product of two numbers by the same set of op 
erations as are normally required to produce the 
sum of Such numbers. 

Another object of this invention is to produce 
a multiplying unit, wherein numbers represent 
ing. the two factors of multiplication are. Set up 
one after another on the keyboard of an adding 
machine associated therewith, and wherein the 
nachine is actuated in a manner similar to that 
for addition to produce the product which may 
be then indicated or printed just as the sum of 
Said tWO factors Would have been in Carrying Out 
an adding operation. 
Other objects and advantages of our inven 

tion it is... believed will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art from the hereinafter set forth 
detailed description of a particular embodiment 
thereof as adapted to one type of accounting 
machine. 
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In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view illustrating a 

nultiplying. unit, embodying our invention as 
adapted to an accounting machine of a Well 
known type illustrating the case, of the same 
partly broken away to indicate one of the con 
nections between the multiplying machine, and 
the accounting machine. 

Figure. 2 is a diagrammatic flow diagram illus 
trating diagrammatically the units of the ac 
counting machine and the multiplying unit and 
their association and relationship in the machine 
embodying our invention. 

Figure 3 is a fragmental side elevation of the 
accounting machine illustrated in Figure 1 and 
particularly illustrating one of the connecting 
links between such machine and the multiply 
ing unit embodying our. invention. 

Figure 4 is a sectional view taken substantially 
on the line 4-4 of Figure 1. 

Figure 5 is a fragmental detail view illustrat 
ing the control liner in engagement with the ac 
luating pinion of the multiplying unit embodying 
our invention. 

Figure 6 is a sectional elevation taken substan 
tially on the line 6-6 of. Figure 4. 

Figure.7 is a fragmental Sectional view 
Substantially on the line 7-7 of Figure 4. 

Figure, 8 is a sectional view taken substantial 
ly on the line 8-8 of Figure.7. 

Figure 9 is a sectional elevation taken sub 
stantially on the line 9-9 of Figure 7. 

Figure. 10 is a Sectional plan view taken Sub 
stantially on the line O-O of Figure 4. 

Figure is a separated perspective illustrat 
ing the structural relationship of the mutilated 

taken 
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pinion and associated gear embodied in the struc 
ture illustrated in Figure 10. 

Figure 12 is an assembled elevation of the 
structure as illustrated in Figure 11. 

Figure 13 is a sectional view taken substantial 
ly on the line 3-3 of Figure 12. 

Figure 14 is a view taken substantially on the 
line 4-f4 of Figure 10 and illustrates the stop 
gear arrangement of the multiplying unit. 

Figure 15 is a sectional plan view taken sub 
stantially on the line 5-fs of Figure 4. 

Figure 16 is a fragmental Sectional view taken 
substantially on the line f6-f6 of Figure 15. 

Figure 7 is a sectional end view taken substan 
tially on the line 7-7 of Figure 16. 

Figure 18 is a sectional plan view taken sub 
stantially on the line 8-8 of Figure 4, 

Figure 19 is a sectional plan view taken Sub 
Stantially on the line 9-9 of Figure 4. 

Figure 20 is a sectional plan view taken Sub 
stantially on the line 20-20 of Figure 4. 

Figure 21 is a sectional plan view taken sub 
stantially on the line 2f-2 of Figure 4. 

Figure 22 is a fragmental elevation partly in 
section illustrating the control connecting links 
between the multiplying unit and the accounting 
mechanism. 

Figure 23 is a detached elevational view of the 
stop-start linkages of the multiplier mechanism 
illustrating particularly the main switch operat 
ing means and illustrating the parts in inopera 
tive position. 

Figure 24 is a view similar to Figure 23 and 
differs therefrom in that the parts are moved to 
the operative position to close the SWitch. 

Figure 25 is an elevation partly in section of 
the power connecting gearing taken substantial 
ly on the line 25-25 of Figure 7. 

Figure 26 is a detached elevation of the clutch 
control mechanism for the operating motor. 

Figure 27 is a detached fragmental view illus 
trating the balance of the control linkage which 
COOperates with the mechanism as illustrated in 
Figure 26 in controlling the clutch mechanism for 
the operating notor. 

Figure 28 is a fragmental sectional top plan 
view taken SUbstantially On the line 28-28 of 
Figure 25 illustrating the gearing and clutch con 
troT assembly. 

Figure 29 is an enlarged fragmental Section 
taken substantially on the line 29-29 of Figure 
25 illustrating the structure of the main clutch 
for the motor shaft. 

Figure 30 is a fragmental detached elevation 
illustrating the control mechanism for the initial 
raising of the brush frames of the multiplier em 
bodving our invention, which detached elevation 
illustrates a fragment of the elements illustrated 
in Figure 9 and illustrates the parts in the 'off' 
or non-operated position, with the machine 
cleared of both factors. 

Figure 31 is a view similar to Figure 30 illus 
trating the parts, however, as moved to the “on' 
position ready for the second factor and as main 
tained during the multiplier cycles. 

Figure 32 is a fragmental elevation partly in 
Section illustrating the clutch mechanism in 
cluded in the mechanism illustrated in Figure 30 
with the portion of Jinkage illustrated in Figure 
30 renoved. 

Figure 33 is a sectional plan view taken sub 
stantially on the line 33-33 of Figure 32. 

Figure 34 is a detached elevation partly in sec 
tion of the brush frame elevating means. 

Figure 35 is a detached fragmental elevation 

4 
partly in section further illustrating portions of 
the brush assembly control. 

Figure 36 is a further illustration of the brush 
assembly control means illustrating the brush 
frame in its extreme elevated position it would 
aSSune in the operation of the multiplication of 
9x9. 

Figure 37 is a sectional elevation taken on the 
line 37-37 of Figure 34 illustrating a portion of 
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the brush frame assembly. 
Figure 38 is a fragmental section taken sub 

stantially on the line 38-38 of Figure 35. 
Figure 39 is a fragmental elevation partly in 

Vertical section of the linkage mechanism for 
Operation of the motor stop-start mechanism ill 
lustrated in Figure 23 and illustrating the me 
chanical relay connections between the account 
ing machine and the multiplying unit illustrat 
ing the same in their non-operated positions prior 
to the setting up of the first factor. 

Figure 40 is a view similar to Figure 39 illus 
trating the same mechanism as Figure 39 but 
With the parts moved to the positions occupied 
after the section factor has been set. 

Figure 41 is a fragmental detail elevation illus 
trating the control connections and clutch for 
the multiplier operating mechanism. 

Figure 42 is a fragmental elevation in vertical 
Section of the structure illustrated in Figure 41 
Viewed from left to right of Figure 41. 

Figure 43 is a fragmental detached elevation 
illustrating further control linkages and safety 
mechanisms provided between the accounting 
machine control mechanism and the multiplier 
unit. 

Figure 44 is a fragmental sectional view taken 
Substantially on the line 44-44 of Figure 43. 

Figure 45 is a plan section taken on the line 
45-45 of Figure 43. 

Figure 46 is a detached view of a portion of 
the linkage illustrated in Figure 43 showing a 
control element for fixed factor operation. 

Figure 47 is a fragmental detail of the distri 
bution control mechanism as related to the multi 
plier unit operating shaft illustrating the parts 
in the position of maximum translation of the 
decimal control means, 

Figure 48 is a detached detail view of the oper 
atting and control connection between the main 
pinion control shaft and the multiplier brush 
shifting control means illustrating the same in 
non-operating position. 

Figure 49 is a view similar to Figure 48 but 
illustrating the parts in operating or engaged 
position. 

Figure 50 is a fragmental rear elevation of the 
mechanism illustrated in Figure 48 showing the 
first few sets of levers as viewed from the rear 
or right-hand end of the view of Figure 4. 

Figure 51 is a Sectional elevation taken Sub 
stantially on the line 5-5 of Figure 47 show 
ing the adjusting means of the decimal control 
inechanism. 

Figure 52 is a fragmental elevation partly in 
Section illustrating the brush assembly operat 
ing means in its non-operating position. 

Figure 53 is a view similar to Figure 52 illus 
trating the parts in operating position. 

Figure 54 is a fragmental elevation partly in 
Section illustrating the brush frame operating 
mechanism for the vertical movement of the 
brush assembly. 

Figure 55 is an additional elevation partly in 
Section of the stop racks of the multiplicand 
mechanism. 
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Figure 56 is a fragmental enlarged sectional 
view of the brush assembly pinion shaft clutch. 
engaging mechanism. 

Figure 57 is a fragmental sectional view taken 
Substantially on the line. 57-57 of Figure 56. 

Figure 58 is a fragmentary transverse Section 
taken substantially on the line. 58-58 of Figure 4 
from which certain parts have been removed 
for the purposes of clarity of illustration. 

Figure 59 is a sectional elevation of a Solenoid 
disc taken substantially on the line 59-59 of Fig 
lure 58. 

Figure 60 is a fragmentary vertical Section on 
an enlarged Scale through the Solenoid unit taken 
Substantially on the line 60-59 of Figure 59. 

Figure 61 is a detached elevation partly in 
section of the accumulator control operating. 
mechanism taken Substantially on the line 6-6 
of Figure 58. 

Figure 62 is a plan section taken Substantially 
on the line 62-62 of Figure 61. 

Figure 63 is a fragmentary elevation of the 
restoring a rin operating mechanism. 
Figure 64. a further fragmentary elevation 

of the accumulator operating mechanism and 
Safety mechanism for the restoring arm similar 
to Figure 61 illustrating particularly the respec 
tive elements of the restoring arm safety mech 
anisia illustrating the Sane in engaging position. 

Figure 65 is a developed view... in elevation of 
the Solenoid armatures illustrating the means of 
latching the arnatures when actuated and ill 
lustrating the release of the armatures by the 
restoring arm mechanism. 

Figure 66 is a fragilentary elevation of the 
elements illustrated in Figure 64 but illustrating 
the parts in the position of Figure 61. 

Figure 67 is a sectional detail of the cam mech 
anisrin of the means for shifting the gears inter 
posed between the accumulator control means. 
and the agCurnuator. 

Figure 68 is a plan Section taken Substantially 
on the line 63-58 of Figure 67. 

Figure. 69 is a section through one of the 
multiplier circuit units taken substantially on the 
line 69-69 of Figure 4. 

Figure 70 is a sectional view taken Substan 
tially on the line 72-9. Of Figure 4. through the 
No. 4 set of contacts. 
Figure 71 is a diagrammatic circuit. diagram. 
Figure 72 is a detached fragmentary elevation 

of one of the nultiplying control SWitches. 
Figure 73 is a top plain view of the mechanism 

illustrated in Figure 72. 
Figure 4 is a detached fragmentary elevation: 

of the second of the multiplying control switches. 
Figure 75 is a schematic diagrammatic view 

illustrating the coinplete set of circuits, in one of 
the nultiplying circuit units. 

IS 

Figure: 76 is a plan view partly in section of 
one of the contact plates in one of the multiplier 
circuit units, the illustration being of the No. 4 
plate. 

Figure 77 is a plain view partly in Section of 
the complementary No. 4 plate of one of the 
nultiplier circuit units. 

Figure 78 is a scheinatic view illustrating the 
nethod of nultiplication employed in our inven 
tion. - 

Figure 79 is a detail elevation illustrating the 
rechanisin of Figure 39, i. e., the control links 
etween the accounting machine and the multi 

plying unit and illustrating the control links in 
position at the start of the final or clearing cycle. 

O 
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relationship of the main switch, tripping mech 
anism to the mechanism of Figure 79. 

Figure 81 is a sectional plan view of the product 
accumulator clearing means and is taken sub 
stantially on the line 8-8 of Figure 39. 

Figure 82 is a sectional elevation of a portion 
of the control mechanism and is taken Sub 
stantially on the line 82-82 of Figure. 39. 

Figure 83 is a fragmentary section taken. Sub 
stantially on the line 83-83 of Figure 80. 

Figure 84 is a broken front elevation of the 
extremities of the accumulator-clearing shaft 
and the transfer assembly. 

Figure 85 is a sectional end elevation taken Sub 
stantially on the line 85-85 of Figure 84. 

Figure 86 is a timing chart showing the timed 
relationship of the various operations of the ma 
Chine. 

In order to set forth our invention. So that it. 
may be clearly understood by those skilled in the 
art, we have chosen to illustrate our invention 
as adapted to a particular accounting machine of 
well known construction. The principles of op 
eration and construction of this machine are 
somewhat illustrated in the patents issued to 
Halicoin Ellis as follows: 1,197,277, Sept. 5, 1916, 
Nurnber printing and punctuating mechanism; 
1197,278. Sept. 5, 1916, Multiple accumulator 
adding and listing machine; 1,065,673, June 24, 
1913, Operating keys for adding and listing ma 
chines; and i203,863, Nov. 7, 1916, Mechanical 
calculator. 

in choosing to represent our invention aS 
adapted to this particular form of machine, we do 
not intend to be limited to this adaptation, but 
oui invention is susceptible of use in COInnection 
with a variety of Such machines. 

In any adaptation to other forms of adding or 
accounting nachines the means for attaching 
grid connecting may vary in form but not in 
principle. Any mechanism devised for adding 
rumbers by the use of differential movements 
may be adapted to the setting of the factors for 
multiplication, likewise any printing means asso 
ciated. With such adding means may be used to 
print, the factors and the product. 

he nultiplying unit may be combined with an 
accounting machine. Without in any way limiting 
the use... or capacity of the accounting machine 
functions. The necessary control connections 
may be provided by additional tabulating stop 
control eleinents or by keys to accommodate the 
control requirements. 

In order that the fundanental principles of 
oir invention may be more readily understood, 
We have illustrated our sirvention by a flow 
diagram, Figure 2, Wherein the adaptation of the 
multiplying unit and its coni bination. With the ac 
counting machine is diagrammatically illustrated. 
In the accounting machine: there is primarily 

included a keyboard A. Which may be used for 
adding numbers and into which first and second 
factors of a multiplying problem may be set. 
The keyboard is utilized. for actuating adding, 
racks, through a custonary stop mechanisrin, as 
utilized: in such machine; These adding racks 
are diagrammatically illustrated at B. 

Operatively connected with the adding racks 
in the accounting machines are accumulators C. 
which in said machine:normally act to add the 
numbers as set by the operation of the keyboard; 
These accumulators act in conjunction with a 
printing unit D whereby the numbers themselves. 
may be printed separately and also, whereby the 

Figure: 80 is detail elevation illustrating the 75 surns of Said numbers maybe...printed.   
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The multiplying unit of our invention is oper 
atively connected with the accounting machine 
as thus diagrammatically illustrated by thie 
racks B through extensions thereof which Oper 
ate trains of setting gears E to first set up the 
first factor of the multiplication in the first factor 
Setting racks F, and then to set up the Second 
factor of the multiplication in second factor Set 
ting racks G. 
The two factors as then set up operate the 

multiplying members H which determine the 
product, and through the denominational dis 
tributor I select electrically set stops in the ac 
cumulator control J. These stops control me 
chanically the operation of the product accumu 
lator K to accumulate the partial products of the 
nultiplication. 
The transfer assembly L, is coupled to the 

product accumulator K during the accumulator 
clearing operation to receive the product, and is 
then coupled with the racks B to print the prod 
uct through the printer D and, if desired, to ac 
cumulate it on the accumulators C. 
The racks B being operatively connected to 

setting gears E, it is also possible to reset the 
product on the setting racks F or G, thereby 
eliminating the necessity for setting the product 
on the keyboard as is required on conventional 
types of multiplying machines When performing 
multiplications with more than two factors. 
The multiplying unit embodying our present 

invention is an improvement on that invention 
illustrated and described in the Copending ap 
plication of Hugh L. Clary, Serial No. 308,797, 
filed September 27, 1928, for Adding, subtract 
ing and multiplying machine, now Patent No. 
2,167,827, issued August 1, 1939. 
The multiplying unit of our invention consists 

of novel means for setting the factors and indi 
cating by dials or printing means the factors and 
product through an associated mechanism for 
addition slich as is provided in the standard 
adding machine for listing, billing, bookkeep 
ing, etc. 
Included in our present invention are im 

proved arrangements of the electrical multiplica 
tion tables, means for establishing the circuits, 
and means for translating the electrically set-up 
control stops into mechanical control for addi 
tion on the accumulator. 

In the type of accounting machine iliustrated, 
numbers are represented by keys composing 
a, keyboard. These keys in turn control the 
motion of racks 2 and the racks 2 in turn control 
printing segments 3 which print the numbers 
and accumulators 4 and 5 which accumulate 
them; this all being the well known function and 
construction of the accounting machine as illus 
trated so that a detailed description of how these 
particular operations are performed is believed 
to be unnecessary here. 
The multiplying unit of our invention is oper 

ated and controlled by the racks 2 which oper 
ate the accumulators 4 and by the manual or 
automatic controls such as are normally used in 
nachines of this type. The multiplying unit 
may therefore be combined with any machine in 
which addition is based upon the differential no 
tion of racks or gears by merely linking the unit 
to these racks or gears in such manner that the 
differential motion which normally adds num 
bers into an accumulator is transmitted to the 
unit. 

In adapting the multiplying unit embodying 
our invention to the particular machine, as illus 
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8 
trated, the racks 2 are extended by the addition 
of rack segments 6 thereto by any suitable or 
desirable means. 
In addition to the operating connection 

through the rack additions 6, the multiplying 
unit embodying our invention may be controlled 
by the tabulating stops located in Various Colum 
nar positions or by control keys designed to 
actuate the accumulator-engaging links of the 
adding mechanism. The tabulating stops Con 
trol the various accumulators and the functions 
incident to the operation of the accounting mal 
chine through depressing the tips of levers which 
are operatively connected to the appropriate Con 
trol mechanism to be actuated. Thus a tabulat 
ing stop with the tip adapted to depress the tip 
of the appropriate control lever may be used to 
actuate a control mechanism as a substitute for 
the depression of a control Operating key. Con 
trols of this type are illustrated in the Ellis 
patents hereinabove listed and are Well under 
stood in this art. 
As a further illustration of the type of ma 

chine to which the multiplying unit embodying 
our invention is adapted, reference is also had to 
the patents to E. J. Ens, No. 1,819,084, of August 
18, 1931, for Quadruplex accumulator calculat 
ing machine, and the patent to R. A. Christian, 
No. 2,038,717, of April 28, 1936, for Calculating 
machine, which patents illustrate control 
mechanisms for this "Ellis' type adding na 
Chine and also indicate the adaptation of addi 
tional accumulators and controls therefor. 
In the operation of this type of accounting ma 

chine, the rack unit B or the racks 2 actuate the 
accumulators C and printing unit D in accord 
ance With the controls of such machine, depend 
ing upon whether it is desired to accumulate a 
sum in the accumulators and depending upon 
the particular operation being undertaken; also 
the position of the controls determine Whether 
or not the printing mechanism D Will operate 
to either print the individual factor entered into 
the machine or to print the totals as accumulated 
in the accumulators. 
In addition to the Operative connection estab 

lished through the racks 2 of the multiplying unit 
there are also required control links between the 
control mechanism of the accounting machine 
and the elements of the multiplying unit; such 
control links Will hereinafter be specifically set 
forth and are generally one to operate the con 
trols for the multiplicand cycle, one to operate 
the control for the multiplier and clearing cycles, 
and one to take off the product. These operating 
cycles as referred to above are main subdivisions 
of the description and their nature will be brought 
Out hereafter. The control links as utilized are 
the Standard parts of the accounting machine 
used to control the accumulators for addition, 
subtraction and totaling. However, the accumu 
Iators normally controlled by these links must be 
removed from the accounting nachine so that 
these links may be available for the control of 
the multiplying unit, or else the accounting ma 
chine must be provided With three control links 
in excess of what would normally be provided for 
the accounting machine without the multiplying 
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unit. The timing and operations of the links is in 
no Wise altered. 

In adapting the multiplying unit embodying our 
invention to the particular accounting machine 
under consideration, it is desirable that the adap 
tation be made in such manner that the mecha 
nism may be utilized for tabulating the first fac 
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tor or multiplicand, the second factor or multi 
plier, and the products of these factors, as is dia 
grammatically illustrated in Figure, i. 

In order to accomplish this operation, the tabu 
lating stops of the Ellis type machine are set in 
three positions on the tabulating or program bar 
of the accounting machine. In the first position 
the Stop as thus provided Will automatically actu 
ate one of the connecting links which Will in turn 
actuate a control mechanism in the multiplying 
unit to condition the multiplying unit to receive 
the multiplicand from the racks 2, the multipli 
Cand having been previously set up on the key 
board of the accounting machine. 

After the multiplicand has been set in the unit, 
the control mechanism of the multiplying unit 
will automatically disengage the multiplicand 
Setting means of the said unit and engage the 
multiplier setting means. During this operation 
the accounting machine Will have automatically 
tabulated to the second position. 
When the second factor or multiplier has been 

Set on the keyboard and the notor bar of the 
accounting machine actuated, the stop in the 
Second position Will automatically actuate the 
Second link connecting the accounting machine 
With the multiplying unit Which Will in turn actu 
ate a control mechanism in the multiplying unit 
to condition the multiplying unit to receive the 
multiplier from the racks 2 and to begin and 
carry to completion the multiplier and clearing 
cycles of the unit. During the multiplier and 
clearing cycles the nultiplying unit will make one 
complete Operating cycle for each Significant digit 
other than Zero of the multiplier or second factor 
and then will automatically make one additional 
Operating cycle called the clearing cycle. 
While these operations are proceeding to com 

pletion, the accounting machine Will have tabu 
lated to the third stop that is Set. In this posi 
tion. When the appropriate control key is depressed 
and the notor bar of the accounting machine is 
actuated, the control mechanism of the account 
ing machine Will actuate the third connecting 
link and engage the transfer assembly of the 
multiplying unit which now contains the product 
with the racks 2 of the accounting machine with 
the result that the product may be printed by 
the accounting machine in the same manner that 
a Sum Would be printed from an accumulator in 5 
the same machine. 
The operation of taking off a product in the 

accounting machine is the same as a totaling op 
eration in Such machine and is performed in the 
Same manner. ASSuming completion of such op 
eration, the accounting machine will then auto 
matically tabulate to the first position through 
its customary return carriage mechanism and 
both the accounting machine and the multiply 
ing unit Will be then in their initial condition 
ready to proceed through another multiplying op 
eration. The two factors used in the multiplying 
Operation Will be printed by the accounting ma 
chine as they are set up through the normal op 
eration of that machine. 
Through this manner of operation the respec 

tive multiplicands, multipliers and products of 
a series of multiplications Will be tabulated in col 
lumns. As the accounting machine contains a 
plurality of accumulators for adding and sub 
tracting, these accumulators may also be engaged 
With the racks by the controls normally provided 
for this purpose. It is therefore possible for the 
accounting machine to add or subtract the factors 
and the products as they are being tabulated. As 
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previously stated it is also possible to reintroduce 
the product of a multiplication into the multiply 
ing unit as a factor of a Subsequent multiplica 
tion without resetting it in the keyboard. The 
reason the product need, not be reset in the key 
board is because the amount of motion which the 
racks 2 impart to the multiplicand and multiplier 
setting gears can be controlled by the product 
indicating means, i.e., the transfer assembly L as 
well as by the keys as depressed in the keyboard. 

Accounting . machines are normally provided 
With several accumulators. The operation of 
these accumulators (except to the extent ac 
cumulators may have been removed to utilize the 
control links) .is not linited by the addition of 
the multiplying unit and the multiplying unit 
will remain dormant during the operation of 
Such accumulators as remain in the machine if 
the operator sets his program bar so that the 
control links of the multiplying unit will not be 
actuated. The selective operations of various 
accumulators through the tabulating stops or 
carriage control lugs of a program bar is a very 
well known feature of the Ellis type machine, 
and is fully described in the patents previously 
mentioned. 
The foregoing describes in general terms the 

functions of the multiplying unit and its man 
ner of aSSociation with the accounting machine, 
as well as the manner in which an operator uti 
lizes the combination to accomplish multiplica 
tion. 
We will now describe in more detail the struc 

ture and functions of the multiplying unit itself. 
As the description proceeds, reference will be 
made to the elements illustrated in Figure 2, 
which is a schematic outline of the functions of 
the machine and their inter-relationship. 
As illustrated in Fig. 2, there are certain con 

trol connections between the accounting machine 
and the multiplying unit, which serve to actuate 
the various control elements of the multiplying 
unit in a manner to be described later. The con 
trol connections in this particular adaptation are 
illustrated in Figure 22 and are the links 23, 4T 
and 446. As has previously been said, they are 
Standard parts of the accounting machine and 
are responsive to the control mechanism of the 
accounting machine which actuates them nor 
inally at the time required to add, subtract, total, 
or Sub-total the appropriate accumulators of the 
accounting machine. The method by which the 
accounting machine actuates these links is de 
scribed in the patents herein referred to and is 
Well known to those familiar with the Ellis type 
machine. 

The setting gears and the multiplicand cycle 
After depressing the appropriate keys of the 

keyboard as required to set the multiplicand, the 
motor bar is depressed, starting the accounting 
machine. As the rack 2 moves from its initial po 
Sition, it will impart a motion to the gear 8, repre 
Sentative of the numbers from 1 to 9 as deter 
mined by the key depressed in the correspond 
ing bank of keys on the keyboard. There is one 
gear 8 for each rack and consequently for each 
bank of keys within the capacity of the multiply 
ing unit. Each gear 8 is journaled on a shaft. 9 
upon which there is also journaled for each gear 
a pinion segment 0. 

Interposed between the gears 8 and pinion seg 
ments 0 are flexible interconnecting means 
Whereby the amount of movement of the racks 2 
is imparted through the gears.8 to the pinion seg 
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ments iO driving the pinion segments 0 in a 
counter-clockwise direction, allowing the gears 
8 to return to their initial position when the pin 
ion segments O are held from such return, as 
will hereinafter be set forth. The flexible inter 
connections include lugs (Figures 11-14) car 
ried by the gears 8 and corresponding lugs 2 car 
ried by the pinion segments 0, which lugs if and 
2 are normally held in engagement by Springs 3 

so that when the gears 8 return to their initial 
position, the springs 3 are tensed when the pin 
ion segments 0 are held from returning, but 
when not so held, the pinion segments 0 will fol 
low the gears 8 to their initial position. 
The pinion segments O mesh with idler gears 
4 which in turn mesh with idler gears 5 jour 

nailed on shafts 6 and 7, respectively. The idler 
gears 5 in turn mesh with pinion segments 8. 
The pinion segments 8 are journaled on a shaft 
9 on which shafts are also journaled gears 20. 
Flexible interconnections are interposed be 

tween pinion segments f8 and the gears 20 of the 
same form of construction as provided between 
the gears 8 and pinion segments O, but pinions 
8 and gears 20 have no spring connections and 
the lugs on pinion segments 8 are free to move in 
a clockwise direction away from the lugs on gear 
20. On each gear 20 is a pin 20 and associated 
therewith is an aligning stop arm 22 which acts 
to hold the gear 20 while the pinion segments 8 
are being Set. - 

It will thus be apparent that, as the movement 
of the racks 2 is transmitted through the chain 
of gears thus described to the pinion Segments 
18, these pinion segments will move the same 
number of spaces away from the lugs on the 
gears 20 as the gears 8 move in a counter clock 
wise direction. The lugs on the pinion segments 
8, when these segments are held as hereafter 

described, therefore become stops which set up 
in the multiplying unit by their position the num 
ber set up on the keyboard of the accounting ma 
chine. This is the same number that is printed 
by the printing segments 3 of the accounting ma 
chine through the normal operation of that ma 
cline. - 

After the motor bar has been actuated, the 
racks 2 move to the right, as illustrated in Figure 
3, as far as permitted by the depressed key . 
After remaining momentarily in a stationary po 
sition, the racks 2 return to their original posi 
tion. While the racks 2 are momentarily sta 
tionary, the multiplicand control link 23 (Figures 
1 and 22) from the accounting machine is actu 
ated, this being the normal 'add timing' of the 
Ellis machine. The control link 23 as shown in 
Figure 22 is connected to the multiple control 
lever 24 and operated through a mechanism here 
after described to trip the start-stop mechanism 
of the multiplying unit and at the same time to 
release the liners 60 (Figures 4 and 5) to engage 
the teeth of the pinion segments 8, locking them 
against further movement and holding them in 
position during the return movement of the 
racks 2. 
AS has been eXplained, the Ellis type machine 

provides a plurality of control links for con 
trolling the operation of a plurality of accumu 
latOrS. Three of Such control links are utilized 
to control the operation of the multiplying unit, 
and the remaining ones perform their normal 
function of controlling the operation of the ac 
cumulators remaining in the machine. The se 
Iective operation of these control links is in turn 
controlled by the carriage lugs of the Ellis ma 
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12 
chine as set forth in the patents referred to, and 
as well known in the art. They also may be 
controlled by the control keys, provided by the 
Ellis machine. To introduce a multiplicanid into 
the multiplying unit the carriage of the Ellis type 
machine is placed in the position shown in Fig 
ure 1, in which position it is held by the carriage 
lug 26 which is a standard part of the Ellis ma 
chine, and which is of such nature as to select 
for operation the multiplicand link 23 (Figures 1 
and 22), and to actuate the same on add-timing, 
that is, as if a number were to be added. It is 
thus seen that when the accounting machine is 
actuated to print the first factor, the link 23 will 
be actuated in the manner normally required 
to engage an accumulator with the racks 2 for 
addition. However, instead of engaging an ac 
cumulator, the following sequence of operations 
will take place: 
The lever 24 and its associated lever 24a are 

both pivotally mounted on stud 52 carried on 
frame 48. Lever 24 is connected to lever 24 by 
the spring 522 and lever 24a has attached to it 
spring 523 which is attached to a suitable stud 
On frame 4f 8. The spring 522 is substantially 
stronger than the spring 523 so that the lever 24 
and the lever 24a are normally held with the 
shoulder 524 of lever 243 in contact with lever 24. 
Thus the heavy spring operates as a flexible 
connection between the two levers 24 and 24 and 
the lighter spring tends to hold both levers 24 
and 24 and also link 23 in the normal unop 
erated position shown in Figure 22. 
When link 23 is operated to set the multipli 

cand as above described, lever 248 will be rotated 
about the pivot, 52 through the action of the 
spring connection 522. Any excess motion will 
be inaparted to the Spring 522 and breakage of 
parts will be prevented. On lever 24a is a pin 59 
which rests against a pin 520 on link 28. Rota 
tion of lever 24, therefore moves a link 28 down 
ward and causes link 29 to move about the pivot 
3) (Figure 23). This operation results in the 
connecting link 3 being also depressed to ro 
tate the latch lever 32 around its pivot On the 
stub shaft 33, releasing the latch dog 34 from 
the latch shoulder 35 of the latch lever 32. The 
latch dog 34 is formed integral with the multi 
plier control switch stop lever 36. This lever 36 is 
pivotally mounted on a pin 37 and its free end 
forms a stop to resist the downward thrust of 
the switch button 38. This switch button 38 is 
normally urged downwardly under the influence 
of a spring. As long as the button 38 is held up 
in the position as indicated in Figure 23, the 
SWitch is out of contact. As soon as ever 24 de 
presses link 28 the parts move to the position as 
indicated in Figure 24 which allows the Switch 
button to move downwardly, completing the elec 
trical circuit to the multiplier unit operating mo 
tor 39. (Figure 6.) 
Concurrently with this operation of permitting 

the motor switch to close to complete the elec 
trical circuit, it is necessary as previously ex 
plained that the multiplicand as set in the pinion 
segments 8 of the multiplying unit be main 
tained therein by the liners 60 when the actuat 
ing racks 2 return to their original position. 
This is accomplished by the following mechani 
cal Operations. As each pionion segment f8 is 
rotated in the meeting of the multiplicand, the 
rollers 2 are permitted to move inward toward 
the axis of the shaft supporting pinions 8. As 
viewed in Figure 4, the pinion segments f8 in this 
Operation rotate in a clock Wise direction. The 
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rollers 2 are carried by operating levers 40 
which are pivoted on a shaft 4 f. As the levers 40 
thus pivot under the influence of the springs 42, 

: they move their setting shoulders 43 over the 
motor Switch control bail 44, thereby holding the 
motor SWitch control bail 44 in the position that 
this bail is illustrated as having in Figure 23, 
thereby fixing the pivot 39. The pivot 39 is a 
pin which connects the link 29 with an extension 
$45 of the motor control bail 44. Moving the 
stop. 43 into a position above the edge of the 
motor control bail. 44 prevents the counter clock 
wise pivoting of the bail. 44 upon its pivotal Sup 
sport, the shaft 46, when the link 28 is depressed 
downwardly, thereby permitting release of the 
motor control stop lever 36. 
The bail 44 as shown in Figures 4, 6, 19, 23 and 

24 is an irregularly formed member eXtending 
past all the shoulders 43 of the levers á and 
pivoted on shaft 46. It has an extension 45 which 
joins With link 29 at pivot 35 and another ex 
tension 53 (Figure 23) which is held against 
a suitable projection oil latch lever 48 by the 
spring 3 4. This spring forms a flexible con 
nection between the two members permitting the 
latch lever 48 to be tripped through the thrust 
of link 47 as hereafter described. As soon, how 
ever, as the downward pressure of the lever 24 
on the link 28 (Figure 22) is released, tile Spring 
514 moves bail 44 downward and brings the two 
members together as shown in Figure 24. This 
movement of the bail 44 engages the bail is with 
a second shoulder 52 on levers 49 (Figure 4), 
pinions : 8 being so constructed as to permit this 
additional movement of levers 43. The bail 4 
when thus engaged holds latch 48, link AT, and 
latch 32 in the position shown in Figure 24, that 
is, in the position to prevent engagement of latch 
32 with tip S4 of latch 36. It follows that as long 
as bail is is thus held the motor switch 38 can 
not be latched open to stop the motor. 

IDuring this game operation of releasing the 
motor control stop lever 36 as the latch lever 32 
is rotated upon the stub shaft 33, a link 4, 
pivotally connected with the lever 32, is actuated 
to rotate a latch lever 48 which is journaled on 
the shaft, 46. The latch lever 48 has a latch end 
49 adapted to engage a latch stop 5 carried by 
the lever 5. The lever 5 is secured to a shaft 
52. Likewise secured to the shaft 52 are Sup 
porting and connecting levers 53 and 64, each of 
which at its opposite end supports the rod 55, as 
does also the lever 5, Mounted on the rod 55, 
one for each bank of keys, are pivoted levers 56 
which are mounted on the rod 55 in elongated 
slots, 55a. There is one pivoted lever 56 for each 
bank or order of the nultiplying unit. The piv 
oted levers 5S are shown in Figures 4, 6, 20 
and 21. 
As the link 47 is actuated, it results in re 

leasing the latch member 49 from the latch stop 
50, permitting the lever 5 to fall under the in 
fluence of the spring 57 which is interposed be 
tween the link 54 and the frame at the opposite 
side of the machine from the lever 5. This low 
ers rod 55, with the result that the pivoted levers 
56 are all moved downwardly as viewed in Fig 
ure 4. The pivoted levers 56 are individually 
secured by pins 58 to liner control links 59, each 
of which is in turn pivotally connected to a lock 
ing liner 50 which now engages the pinion Seg 
ment 8 to retain the same in the position to 
which it has been moved under the influence of 
the rack 2 during the multiplicand setting Oper 
ation. 
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14 
The liners 60 are journaled on a shaft 6 ?. With 

the liners: 69 thus engaged to hold the pinion seg 
'ments 8 in the selected position, the racks 2 
return to their normal position and as the racks 
2 have returned to their normal position, the 
train of gears it, 4, 5 and 8 are held sta 
tionary and the gear 8 has returned to its normal 
position, tensing the Spring 3 so that subse 
quently When the liners 6 are released, as ex 
plained later, the entire train of gears 10, 4, 15 
and 18 Will likewise return to their normal posi 
tion under the influence of the said tense spring 
i3. 
As soon as the liners 50 have locked the pillior 

segments 8 in position, the mechanism is in po 
sition to set the multiplicand in the first factor 
setting racks F. The motor switch has also 
been closed to set the motor 39 in operation caus 
ing the motor shaft 62 to be revolved (Figure 25). 
A pinion 63 is mounted upon the motor shaft 

62 in mesh. With a gear 64 carried upon the shaft 
: S5. Driven with the gear 64 is a pinion 66 main 
tained in mesh with a clutch gear 6 (Figure 29). 
The clutch gear 87 operates through a one revo 
lution-one direction clutch 68 to rotate a spiral 
gear 69 which in turn is in mesh with the spiral 
gear carried upon the shaft, 33. 
The gear 64 starts to revolve as soon as the 

nictor Switch has been closed. The clutch does 
not, however, engage to drive shaft 33 until the 
roli 8f which is mounted on a pin on gear 64 
engages the flange 82 of lever 79 (Figure 26), 
thus forcing the lever 79 against pin 83 of clutch 
dog 2 (Figure 28), and moving the latter away 
from Stop shoulder 23 which pernits cam 85 of 
the clutch 68 to make one revolution. 
The lever 9 and its associated flange 82 is 

moved into the path of roll 8 at the time the 
Starting Control mechanisin is tripped. The oper 
ation of link 4 as illustrated in Figures 23 and 
24 and as pi'eviously described, rotates latch lever 
$3 Which carries With it yoke 76, yoke 76 being 
fastened to latch lever 48 by suitable lugs 76a 
as shown in Figures 23 and 24. Yoke 6 is shown 
Inoue connpletely in Figures 6, 19 and 26. Yoke 
6 acts through a spring 7 and a slotted link 78 

to pull yieldingly downward on lever 79. This ro 
tates lever 3 about shaft 8 and brings the 
fiange 82 in the path of roll 8 ready to actuate 
the clutch to make one revolution. Lever 79 is 
pivotally mounted on shaft 80, being held in po 
Sition by a suitable spring 80b which presses it 
against coilar 808 which is fastened on shaft 80 
(Figure 6). This permits lever 79 to tilt on shaft 
8 at the time it acts on pin 83 of clutch dog T2. 
Slotted link 78 is mounted loosely to permit this 
OVenent. 
POWer is thus established to drive the shaft, 33 

upon which is secured a gear 86 (Figure 25) which 
is in mesh with gear 87 journaled on a stub shaft 
88 and Which in turn meshes with a gear 89 Se 
cured to a shaft, 90. 
Secured to the shaft 90 on the opposite side 

of the frame is a gear 9 (Figure 7) Which is in 
turn in naesh with the gear 92 journaled on a 
stub shaft 93 carried by the frame. The gear 
92 is in turn in mesh with the clutch gear 94 
and also with the gear 68 (Figure 32). The 
clutch gear 94 is journaled on a shaft 96. A 
clutch mechanism is interposed between the gear 
94 and the shaft 95 and Operates through a clutch 
dog 9 mounted on plate 0 and clutch pin 98 
carried by the gear 94 to drive shaft, 96 as ex 
plained later. 
The clutch dog 97 is normally urged toward 
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engaging position by a spring 99 connected be 
tween clutch dog 97 and a pin 00 carried by a 
plate of secured to the shaft 96. The clutch 
dog 97 is normally held out of engagement by 
the end thereof engaging the end 02 of a lever 
03 carried on a pin 04 Supported by the fi'ame. 
The opposite end of the lever f03 is pivotally 
connected at 
which link 06a is pivotally connected at its upper 
end with a clutch interrupter member 107. Also 
carried on the link C6 is a latch lug 08 adapted 
to engage a latch member 09 (Figure 31). 
The latch member 09 is journaled on a pin 
0 in the right hand frame and is normally 

urged into engaging position by means of a Spring 
. The spring is connected to the pin 

f05. The latch member 09 is released when 
the latch 49 of latch member 48 (Figures 23 and 
24) is released from its complementary latch stop 
50 permitting the spring 57 to pull the lever 54 
downwardly, resulting in moving the rod 55 down, 
thus resulting in a downward pull upon the clutch 
link 2 (Figures 30 and 31). The clutch link 2 
carries a latch release lug 3 which engages the 
latch member 09, rotating the same counter 
clockwise on its pin f O, releasing the latch 
members 08 and 0.9 permitting the spring 
to impart an upWard movement to the links 96 
and 06 causing the clutch stop 3 to be moved 
away from the end of the clutch dog 9, and also 
resulting in the shifting of the clutch interrupter 
07 downwardly into position to engage the stop 

end of the clutch dog 97 to arrest the clutch 
after a one-half revolution, where the clutch 
remains until the completion of the multiplier 
cycles, as Will hereinafter be described. 
Secured to the shaft 96 and rotated thereby 

through one-half revolution during this period 
of the operation are cans 4, f 5 and 6. As 
the cam f4 is rotated, it operates through a 
caim roller to raise the end of the bell crank 
lever 8 (Figures 33 and 35). The bell crank 
lever 8 is journaled on a pin f 9 carried by the 
frame 245 (Figure 6). The opposite arm 2 f of 
the bell crank lever 8 engages a roller 22 
carried by an arm. 23. 
The arm 23 is secured to the shaft 5 and 

through this engagement operates to rotate the 
shaft 5 in a counter-clockwise direction to re 
lease the latch member 73 from the rack 7, 
thereby permitting the rack to be moved hori 
zontally to position the brush T as determined 
by the numerical value of the movement, pre 
viously imparted to the pinion segment. 8. At 
the same time the cam 5 is also rotated through 
one-half revolution. The can f is engaged by 
a can roller 24 carried by an arm 25. The 
roller 24 is caused to follow the cam 5 by 
means of a spring 26. 
The arm f 25 is secured to a shaft 27 upon 

which shaft there is also provided the brush 
shifter arms 28. The arms i28 are yieldably 
urged in a direction to shift the racks 7 by 
means of springs 29 and are normally held 
from such movement, by stop members 3 (Fig 
ure 4) which are keyed to shaft f2. The stop 
members normally retain the airns f 28 in the 
initial position illustrated in Figure 4, but, when 
shaft 2 is rotated, as previously explained, the 
movement of the arms 28 is permitted. The 
arms 28 then, because of their fiexible connec 
tion as indicated at 3 with the racks , drive 
the racks in a horizontal direction until the 
lugs interposed between the gear 20 and the pin 
ion segment 8 are again engaged, which deter 
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16 
mines the amount of horizontal movement of the 
brush 7 with direct relationship to the numerical 
value of the previous movement of the pinion 
segments 8. Thus the brushes i are shifted 
horizontally to indicate the numerical value of 
the multiplicand for each key depressed. The 
brushes , the construction of which will be de 
Scribed in more detail later, are borne on the 
racks T. These racks are suitably mounted in 
slots in members 56 which are supported by 
brush frame 39. The brush frame 39 is mount 
ed in Suitable slots 57 in the frames 245 as 
shown in Figures 4 and 6. In these slots the 
brush frame is movable as described later, being 
kept in alignment by gears 58 mounted on either 
end of shaft 59 and riding on racks 53 of the 
frames 245. 
The brush frame S9 is flexibly connected to 

the multiplier rack frame 36 by a hook 4 which 
engages transverse rod 43 of the frame 39 (Fig 
ures 34, 35 and 36). The hook 4 is borne on 
driving rack 42 being slightly movable with re 
Spect to rack 42, a spring 506 being provided 
to form a resilient connection. The frame 36 
is shown in Figures 4, 6, 34, 35, 36, 52 and 53. 
Slidably mounted on this frame is rack 42 and 
also racks 83 (Figure 55) whose functions will 
be described later. It is only necessary to note 
now that the construction described and illus 
trated in the figures permits frame 36 to move 
brush frame 39 and the further motion of brush 
frame 39 is later possible. 
The frame 36 is moved by cam 6 (Figure 

34) acting on cam roller 32 carried by an arm 
33. The arm f33 is mounted on the shaft 9. 

Operatively connected with the arm 33 is a yoke 
member 34 so that as the arm 33 is rotated 
under the influence of the can 6, the yoke 34 
engages a pin 35 carried by the multiplier rack 
frame 36, which is normally held downwardly 
by means of a spring 37. 
The cam i? 6 in this operation is rotated until 

a mid-point 38 of said can engages the roller 
f32, at which time the roller f32 passing over 
said point, lifts the frame 36 to raise the brush 
frames 39 (Figure 4) to a position of disengage 
ment of racks T with the gears 2). While the 
gears 2 are thus disengaged, the liners 60 are 
released from engagement with the pinions 8, 
perinitting pinions 8, gears 2 and the gear train 
a SSociated with them to return to normal under 
the action of the springs f3. The release of 
the liners 6 is accomplished through the me 
dium of the can 44 (Figures 30 and 31) which 
engages the can roller 45 of the yoke member 

2. As the mid-joint of this cam 44 passes 
under the roller 45, it raises the yoke if 2 which 
is connected to the rod 55. As rod 55 is raised 
from the position shown in Figure 4, it will slide 
the tails of the pivoted levers 56 over rolls f&2 
on shaft 79 (Figure 21), raising link 59 and dis 
engaging liners 60. Carns 44 and 6 are so 
tinned in relation to each other that the liners 
6 are released at the mid-point in the move 
ment of the multiplier rack frame 36 when gears 
20 are not in mesh with the racks if nor the 
gears 48. Continued rotation of the shaft, 96. 
until the roller 32 reaches the high-point 38a 
of the can ff results in further elevation of the 
frames 36 until the gears 48 are brought into 
mesh with the gears 23, this part of the opera 
tion occurring after the gears 2 have been re 
turned to their normal position. At this time 
the clutch interrupter 07 interrupts the opera 
tion of the clutch driving the shaft 96 to hold 
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the parts in this position during the remainder 
of the multiplier cycles. The gears f48 have 
Companion gears 85 which are secured to in 
tegral hubs journaled on shaft, 84. The gears 
85 are in engagement with the racks 83 (Fig 

lures 4 and 6), and control the amount of move 
ment of said racks as hereinafter explained. 
The raising of this frame 36 through the con 

nection thereof with the brush frame 39 results 
in the raising of the brush frame 39. Conse. 
quently the brushes which are borne on the 
racks T in frame 39 move into position in align 
ment with the first row of contacts 40 of the 
multiplier panels 268. The assembly mounted 
on the panels and the brushes T cooperating 
thereWith are the multiplying member H. As the 
brush 7 has been previously shifted to the right, 
as viewed in Figure 4, to the point determined 
by the multiplicand as set, it will be in a position 
Of alignment with one of the contacts of said row 
A 40. This operation also results in the raising of 
the rack 7 away from the gear 20 so that in 
order to maintain the brush 7 in this selected 
position, the latch member 73 must have previ 
ously been returned into engagement with the 
teeth of the rack T. This is accomplished due 
to the fact that the timing of the cams is such 
that the cam roller passes off from the high 
point of the cam f4 as soon as the brushes 7 have 
been Set to the multiplicand position, as previ 
Outly described, thus permitting the spring 74 
to return the latch member 73 into engagement 
With the teeth of the rack 71 and to hold the 
brushes in the selected position until the multi 
plication has been completed. 

It has been explained how clutch dog 72 (Figure 
28) is released to permit cam 85 and its associated 
Spiral gear 69 to transmit one revolution to gears 
70, 86 and 87 (Figure 25). Gear 87 (Figures 23 
and 24.) carries a pin 36 adapted to strike switch 
lever 36 just before the cam 85 makes one revolu 
tion. This moves switch lever 36 enough to open 
In Onentarily SWitch 38 which will again close un 
leSS SWitch lever 36 is latched as hereafter de 
Scribed. When rod 55 was raised to release the 
liners 6 as previously described, the latch lug 50 
WaS moved to a position to permit engagement 
With latch 49. At the same time, through the 
release of liners 60, pinions 8 and levers 40 were 
1'eturned to their initial position, releasing the 
bail 44 from engagement with the shoulders (52. 
The latch lever 32 has therefore moved against 
the latch tip 34 of switch lever 36 under the in 
fluence of spring 36, this movement being per 
mitted by the release of bail 44 as previously 
explained. The switch lever 36 will therefore be 
latched with the switch 38 in the open position, 
and latch 39 will engage latch lug 50 to retain the 
liners 60 in the disengaged position in which they 
are now being held by the “high' portion of can 
44 (Figure 31). 
The current now being off, the momentum will 

complete the movement of cam 85, shaft 90, and 
a.SSociated gears. 
the shoulder of cam 85, gear 61 will be de 
clutched and the multiplying unit will come to 
rest. As the gears coast to complete their cycle 
of revolution, the "high' point of cam 44 will 
pass from under roller 45, but rod 55 being held 
in its upward position by the engagement of latch 
lug 5 and latch 49, it will remain away from 
cam 44 as shown in Figure 30. 
The multiplicand cycle is now complete and the 

elements of the multiplying unit has been posi 
tioned to receive the multiplier. 

When the clutch dog 72 strikes 
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The multiplier cycles 

The multiplicand cycle having been completed 
to set all of the brushes into position adjacent 
their determined electrical contacts of the roWs 
40 (Figure 4) of the multiplying members H, the 

nultiplier is then set into the machine through 
the medium of the same keys of the keyboard of 
the accounting machine. The same keys are 
utilized for setting both factors and operate 
through their normal depression to determine, as 
the motor bar of the accounting machine is 
actuated, movement of the racks 2 correspond 
ing With the particular value of the keys de 
pressed. 
This movement operates through the chain of 

gears 8, G, 4, 5, 8 and 20 in exactly the same 
manner as heretofore described for the multipli 
Cand operation, moving the pinion segment 8 of 
each of said units the amount determined by the 
particular key depressed, 
As Soon as the accounting machine is actuated 

to print the first factor, the carriage, auto 
matically shifts to the second factor position 
this being the normal functioning of the ac 
COunting machine. In the Second position the 
carriage lug 43 which is a standard part of the 
Ellis machine is of such a nature as to control 
the actuation of link 47 (Figures 8 and 22), 
Which is also a standard part of the Ellis machine, 
on "add-timing.' However, instead of the con 
trol link 47 actuating one of a plurality of 
counters as was intended by the designers of said 
machine, it now actuates the member 49 of the 
multiplying unit at the time during the cycle of 
the accounting machine when it would normally 
engage an accumulator for addition. Thus when 
the carriage is in the second position and the 
notor bar is depressed, the accounting machine 
Will print the multiplier and the racks 2 will move 
the pinion segments 8 to the appropriate posi 
tion in the same manner as described for Setting 
the multiplicand in which position they rest 
nonentarily While the link 4 is actuated. This 
actuates member 49 of the multiplying unit and 
Starts the Sequence of operations hereafter de 
Scribed. 

Actuation of link 4T will, through means here 
inafter described, engage the liners 60 with the 
pinion segments 8 to hold them in position until 
released and, through means also hereinafter de 
scribed, will start the motor 39 and multiplier 
cycles. 
The mathematical principle on which the 

multiplication is based is that all digits of the 
first factor must be multiplied by each digit of 
the Second factor and the resulting partial prod 
lucts accumulated to give the final product. There 
is therefore one complete cycle of the multiplying 
unit for each Significant digit of the second factor. 
By Significant digit is meant a digit other than 
eO. 
As the multiplier control lever 47 is actu 

ated, it produces a forward impulse upon the 
connecting link 49 (Figure 39) to which it is 
pivotally connected. On link f49 there is piv 
otally mounted a member 50 which is held 
against pin 49 in the position shown in Fig 
lures 22 and 39 by a spring 52 so that when 
member 50 is moved to the left (Figures 22 and 
39) a downward pressure will be exerted on the 
roller 5? as the bent tip of member 50 moves 
over it. When member 50 returns, the spring 
52 will permit member 50 to slide idly over the 
roller 5. Roller 5 is mounted on link 28 
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and downward pressure... thereon moves links 28 
and 29 (Figures 22 and 23) which, operating 
through the links 3f, 32 and the control switch 
stop link 36, closes the electrical circuit to the 
motor 39. At this time the pivot 30 has been 
again fixed in the same manner as heretofore 
described, i. e., due to the fact that the motor 
control bail 44 is engaged with the shoulder 43 
of the lever 40. 
At the end of the multiplicanid cycle, this 

engagement between the shoulder 43 and the 
motor control bail 44 as it is occurred during 
the multiplicand cycle was disrupted by the re 
turn of the pinion segments 8 and the rollers 
2 to their normal position. But now that a 
numerical value has again been set hn the seg 
mental pinions 8, these parts are again moved 
to the latched position. It will be recalled that 
the bail 44 first engages shoulders 43 of evers 
40 and then after the tripping of latch 48 en 
gages shoulders 52 of evers 40. 
At the time the mechanism previously de 

scribed is actuated to start the motor and en 
gage the liners 60 with the pinion segments 8 
to set the second factor therein, the double 
trigger latch 53 and 59 which is normally in 
the position shown in Figure 39 is set in the 
position shown in Figure 40. This is accom 
plished by the roller 54 rotating the lever 55 
about pin ?55 carried on frame 48 moving the 
trigger end 56 into position to engage the trigger 
member 53 as the same is pulled forward under 
the influence of the Spring 58 and at the same 
time the second element 59 of this trigger latch 
is likewise pulled into engaging position by the 
Spring 60. During this operation, as the lever 
f 55 is rotated by the roller 54, the pivot 6 
carried thereby is lowered, resulting in the Swing 
ing of the clutch control link 62 to rotate the 
yoke f 63 journaled on the shaft 52 (Figures 39, 
40 and 41) and at the same time permits the 
control link 64 to move downwardly under the 
influence of its spring f65 (Figure 26). 
Yoke 63 is linked to a yoke T4 through a 

link 16 and a crank piece 8. A slot in link 
76 and a pin 77 on crank piece 8 provides 

a loose connection between the two yokes. Yoke 
80 is pivotally mounted on shaft 75, being 
urged upward by a spring 78 which connects 
rod 55 with the rod f 19 which is borne on yoke 
80. Also mounted on shaft 75 is a second 

yoke 14 which also carries rod 79 so that the 
entire assembly comprising yokes T4, 80 and 
rod 79, acts as a single yoke pivoting about 
Shaft 5, Yoke 4 is connected to a clutch 
operating link 73 by a pin 44 f. 

It has previously been explained how gear 92 
(Figure 32) drive gears 94 and 68 when the 
motor is running. Gear 94, as previously ex 
plained, is at this stage of the operation de 
clutched by clutch arrestor 07 and is turning 
idly, as is also gear 68. Gear 68 is journaled 
on shaft f6 7 carried on the frames (Figures 7, 
32, 41 and 42). Gear f G8 carries a clutch dog 
66 which is normally urged toward engaging 

position by a spring. A plate 340 is fastened to 
the shaft and carries a pin adapted to engage 
the clutch dog and cause the gear to drive the 
shaft. This clutch mechanism is of the same 
type as was described for gear 94 and its asso 
ciated driving plate. 
Through the linkage between yoke 63 and 

clutch link 73 as described above, the actuation 
of yoke 63 will cause link T3 to move upwardly 
and move the clutch arrester T2 so as to allow 
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the clutch dog 66 to engage to drive the shaft 
6. Fastened to shaft 67 are the cams which 

Control certain of the operations that take place 
during the multiplier cycles as will subsequently 
be described. 
At the same time yoke f3 is nowing, link 64 

(Figures 41 and 26) is moving downwardly to re 
lease the clutch arrestor 69 and permit the gear 
87 to drive the shaft 88. The construction of this 
clutch is the same as those previously described. 
Gear 87 is journaled on shaft, 88 carried on the 
frames. Shaft 88 also carries cams which control 
certain of the operations which take place during 
the multiplier cycles as Subsequently described. 
The link 64, whose function is above described, 

is mounted on a pin 502 in yoke 593 (Figures 6 
and 27). Yoke 53 pivots about shaft 80. Yoke 
503 is moved by a pin 504 mounted on frame 36. 
During the multiplicand cycle, frame 36 moves 
upWard as previously described and assumes the 
higher dotted position illustrated in Figure 27 
which places pin 502 in the lower end of the slot 
in link 64 and the downward movement of the 
link 64 is permitted. 
The figures heretofore described show the rod 

55 in its upward position, and the yoke mecha 
nism, which is more particularly illustrated in 
Figures 41 and 42, in the position before the actu 
ation of link 47 trips the latch members 49 and 
150 (Figures 22 and 23). After this tripping op 
eration, the rod 55 assumes the lower position and 
the rollers 82 which are mounted on rod 79 move 
upward so as to free the tail portion of the piv 
oted levers 56. Rod 55 (Figure 41) moves down 
Ward under the influence of Spring 5... as has been 
described (Figures 22 and 23). This pulls down 
wardly on pivoted levers 56 and engages liners 60 
with the pinions 8. 
The second factor is now set in the pinions 

f8 and the tail pieces of pivoted level's 56 are now 
free from engagement with the rollers 82 so that 
these pivoted levers may perform the functions 
subsequently described. - 
As has been explained, the gears 48 which 

have associated with their companion gears 85, 
have heretofore been moved into a position of 
mesh with the gears 20, and as the racks 2 have 
moved, they have rotated the lugs between the 
pinion segments 8 and gears 20 away from each 
other a distance corresponding to the numerical 
value as determined through the movement of the 
racks 2. 
The gear pairs 48 and 85 are journaled upon 

shaft 84 which is carried on brush frame 36. 
Gears 48 are adapted to mesh with the gears 20 
and gears 85 are continuously in nesh with the 
racks 83 (Figure 4). Gears 48 now being in 
mesh with gears 20, the racks 83 can move up 
Ward by an amount determined by the position of 
the lugs on the pinion segments 3 when racks 83 
are driven upwards as hereafter explained. 
The racks 83 are the Second factor Setting 

racks G referred to in Figure 2 and now become 
control elements which in connection with the 
mechanism hereinafter described, control the 
successive actuation of the multiplying mecha 
nism in accordance with the digits of the sec 
ond factor. 
There is provided in the machine a control 

means which determines the sequence of opera 
tion of the multiplier cycles So that each digit of 
the multiplier proceeding from right to left is 
independently multiplied with the multiplicand 
and this control mechanism includes stop discs 
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80 (Figures 4 and 48), which are secured to a 
shaft 8. 

It has previously been described how the frame 
f36 is moved and how it pushes upward the frame 
39 (Figure 34) so as to disengage the racks 7 
from the gears 20 and bring the gears 48 into en 
gagement with the gears 20. It is in this manner 
that the pinions 8 are made to do double duty, 
i.e., first to control the positioning of the brushes 
in a horizontal plane and subsequently to con 

trol through racks 83 the positioning of these 
brushes T in a vertical plane, as will now be de 
Scribed. 
There is one stop disc 86 for each rack G3, 

i.e., for each multiplier digit within the capac 
ity of the machine and each of these discs in 
cludes an operation stop 88 and these discs are 
positioned upon the shaft f87 so that these oper 
ation stops 88 are progressively advanced around 
the shaft 8. The stops 88 are adapted to be 
engaged by the tail piece f89 of the levers 40 
(Figure 50), and as these stops 88 are stag. 
gered around the circumference of the discs 85, 
the stop of the first unit or bank of the multiply 
ing unit in which there is a digit of the multi 
plier other than Zero will engage the tail piece 
89 when the roller 2 passes onto the low point 

of the pinion segment 8 and when the shaft 87 
is rotated. This permits a roller 90 carried 
by the lever 9 ? to drop into a related cutout 
92 in the disc f 86 as the rotation of the shaft 
87 is arrested. There is one cut out 92 for each 

disc 86 and these cutouts are staggered or pro 
gressively advanced with respect to shaft; 87 so 
that only one roller 90 can drop into its asso 
ciated cutout f 92 at any one time, 
The levers 9 are all mounted upon the shaft 

46 and at their opposite end are provided with 
clutch control ends 93 which control the mesh 
ing of the clutches 94 (Figures 55 and 56). The 
clutches 94 are interposed between the shaft 95 
and the multiplier rack drive pinions 96 which 
are engaged with the teeth 97 of the racks 83. 

It is necessary that the brush frame 39 be 
raised through a distance corresponding to the 
digit of the multiplier of the lowest denomina 
tional order, and subsequently by a distance corr 
responding to a digit of the next lowest denomi 
national order and so on until the multiplication 
is complete. 
The means for driving the frame is the flexible 

drive mechanism illustrated in Figures 52 and 53. 
The driving segment 29 is journaled on a pin 
220 borne on the frame 36 and is moved into 
the operating position illustrated in Figure 53 
when frame 36 is moved to the second factor 
position to engage gears f48 and gear 20 and to 
shift the brushes to the first row of contacts 
40, as previously described. 
Cams. 27 and 222 cooperate to drive the seg 

ment 29 in a counter-clockwise direction and 
then in a clockwise direction, acting first on can 
roller 28 and then on cam roller 22. During 
the counter-clockwise movement, rotation is in 
parted to shaft 95 through the spring drive 225 
(Figures 16 and 17). Shaft 95 will rotate with 
it the gear 25 (Figure 54), and through the hook 
connection 4, previously described, rack 42 will 
drive the brush frame 39 further upward (Figs 
ure. 36). It will be remembered that heretofore 
the frames. 36 and 39 have moved upward to 
gether, Frame. 39 is now driven further upward 
as is shown in Figure 36. It will also be remen 
bered that shaft 67 on which cams 2 and 222 
are mounted was clutched to the rotating gear 
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68 (Figures 7, 32, 41 and 42), at the beginning of 

the multiplier cycles. A flexible drive through 
the spring 225 (Figures 16 and 17) is thus estab 
lished to drive the frame f39 a distance which is 
controlled by the settings of the pinions 8, as 
Will now be described. 

Also mounted on shaft 6T is cam 243 (Figure 
47). A spring 244 pulls the roller 242 against the 
cam 243 through a link 23f, a gear segment 232 
mounted on stub shaft 234 carried in frame 245, 
a link 239, and a bell crank lever 240 which is 
nounted on Stub shaft 220. Stub shaft 220 is 
mounted on frame 36 and extends through in 
opening in frame 245 so as to permit movement 
of the bell crank lever 240 and the driving sector 
29 (Figures 52 and 53) as previously described 
and also so as to permit movement of frame 36. 
The mechanism illustrated in Figure 47 serves also 
to control the denominational distributor and it 
Will be described in more detail when that ele 
ment is described. However, it is necessary to 
note at this stage of the description that gear Sec 
tor 232 as it moves under the influence of spring 
244 drives gear 233 which is keyed to shaft 87 
on which are mounted the discs 88 previously 
described. 
The calm 243 is SO related to cams 2 and 222 

which are all on the same shaft; 67 that the 
roller 252 will drop off the high point of the cam 
243 before any motion is imparted to sector 29 
as is more particularly illustrated in the can tim 
ing chart to which reference will be made later. 
Therefore, the first thing which will happen as 
shaft. 6 rotates is the rotation of shaft, 8 
through the linkage already described. How 
ever, this shaft can only rotate until One of the 
staggered operation stops 88 On one of discs 86 
hits the tail-piece 89 of lever 40 (Figures 49 and 
50). As shown in Figure 48, and as previously 
described, the tail-piece 89 will not be in the path 
of the stop 88 unless the associated pinion 8 is 
set to represent a numerical value. Due to the 
manner in which the stops 88 are staggered, the 
shaft 87 will be stopped by the lever 40 associ 
ated with the pinion 8 representing the lowest 
order that is set. When the disc 86 of this low 
est order is thus stopped, the roll 90 of lever 
9 will drop into the related cutout 92 under 
the influence of Spring 42. This will release the 
clutch dog- 226 (Figures 56 and 57) and engage 
the gear 96. (There is one gear 96 for each 
lever 9 and each pinion 8.) Clutch dogs 226 
are normally held out of engagement with pins 
228 which are borne on crank arms 2288. Which are 
keyed to shaft 95. When, however, a lever 9 
is moved, as previously described, the spring 227 
brings the associated clutch dog 226 into engage 
ment with the pin 228 so that the associated gear 
96 is driven by the shaft 95. Each gear 96 

is in mesh with the teeth 97 of a rack 83 (Fig 
lure 55). As has been explained, these racks are 
mounted on frame 36. Since only one gear 96 
can be clutched to the shaft 95, only one rack 
83 can move at any one time. Shaft 95 is 
driven by the drive mechanism previously de 
scribed after the discs 86 have been set and the 
appropriate rack 83 selected (see timing chart). 
The first rack 83 that is selected for operation 
as described above Will move upward, rotating 
gear 85 and its associated gear f48 and gear 20 
until the stop shoulder of gear 20 meets the stop 
shoulder of pinion 8. The motion of the entire 
chain of racks and gears will then stop, shaft 
95 will cease to rotate, and further motion (if 
segment 219 and gear 224 will serve merely to 
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tense the spring 225. As cams 27 and 222 Con 
tinue to rotate, segment 29 will reverse itself 
and, moving in a clockwise direction, will release 
the tension on spring 225 and thereafter positively 
drive shaft 95 and the associated chain of racks 
and gears to their original position. 
The movement of the frame 36 as Occurring 

at the end of the multiplicand cycle also controls 
the clutch dogs 226, throwing all of these clutch 
dogs out of engagement with their associated 
clutch pins 228. This is accomplished by the fact 
that the shaft 95 is carried by this frame 36 and 
the clutch dogs 226 are SO related to the clutch 
ends 93 of the levers 3 as to calise this disen 
gagement on upward shifting of this frame in 
the moving of the brushes 7 to the first row of 
contacts f40. The clutches 94 are selectively 
engaged thereafter by the selective releases of 
the members 9 as heretofore described. 
Means are provided whereby when the rack 

42 is raised the amount determined by the 
digital value of one of the components of the 
multiplier, it will be held in this raised position 
throughout the cycle of multiplication of the 
multiplicand by this digit of the multiplier, and 
this means includes a ratchet pawl 203 (Figure 
54) which is adapted to engage the teeth 204 of 
the rack 42. This pawl 203 is secured to a shaft, 
295 to which is also secured a link 206. The link 
206 carries a pin 207, which pin 207 is mounted 
in the slot, 28 of the link 209. A spring 20 is 
interposed between the link 2C9 and the pin 207 
to provide a yielding connection so that when 
in proper position the teeth. 204 may ratchet, 
over the pawl 203 in permitting the control rack 
42 to return to its normal position. 
The link 209 is connected by means of a similar 

yielding connection with the bell crank 2 
pivoted on a pin 220 and carrying at its opposite 
end a cam roller 23, which cam roller is yield 
ingly held against a can 24 carried on the shaft 
6. As the shaft 6 is rotated, as was hereto 

fore described, the cam roller 23 passes to the 
low part of the cam 24 permitting disengage 
ment of the pawl 23 from the teeth 204 which 
permits the control rack 42 to be raised, and 
when the control rack 42 has been raised to raise 
the multiplier frames 39 the distance determined 
by the digital value of the multiplier, continued 
rotation of the shaft f67, operating through the 
linkage just described throws the pawl 203 into 
engagement With one of the teeth 24 holding 
the control rack in this position. 

Before the next digital value of the multiplier 
can be registered in the multiplying unit, it is 
necessary to return the frame f39 which carries 
the brushes 7 to the starting position so that the 
second digital value of the multiplier as has 
heretofore been set up in the next bank of the 
machine can be utilized to similarly position the 
brushes 7 for the multiplying operation. This 
is accomplished by the cam 2 4 on the shaft 67 
releasing the pressure on the pawl 203 and allow 
ing it to ratrhet over the teeth 24 of the rack 
42. At the same time the cams 2fT and 222 also 

carried on the shaft f6 7 drive the racks 83 and 
42 back to their original position and the cam 
44 which is borne on the side of gear 94 and 

rotates with it, will, through the link f2, pull 
rod 55 rocking the arms 5, 53 and 54 and the 
shaft 52 to which they are fastened. 

In the case of all of the banks of the multi 
plier unit in which a zero stop lever 9 has not 
been set, the tip 376 of the member 56 will move 
idly, but in the bank where the stop lever 9 is 
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Set, this free movement of the member 56 is pre 
vented by the tip 377 of the stop lever 9 which, 
in this case, lies in the path of the tip. 376 and 
then becomes a pivot about which the member 56 
Will move and this novement Will be transmitted 
through the stud 58 to the link 59 to disengage 
the liner 60 of the operating bank. As has been 
explained, the lever 9 which is in position so 
that its tip 37 will act as an operating pivot for 
the pivoted lever 56 is the one for which the 
aSSOciated roll 9 has entered the cutout 92. 
This is the lever 9 associated with the pinion 
8 of the lowest order of digits in the multiplier. 
The line 60 associated with this pinion 8 now 
having been released, said pinion 8 will be free 
to return to its initial or Zero Setting under the 
action of the spring 3 (Figure 4). Pinion 8, 
however, is in nesh. With gear 48 and will return 
aS gear 48 is returned to its initial position. As 
previously described, only the rack 83 asso 
ciated with the pinion 8 representing the right 
hand digit of the multiplier has been moved to 
act as a stop for the multiplier control racks 42. 
This rack is now restored to its starting position 
due to the rerotation of the shaft 95. The return 
of the rack 83 rotates the gear 48 back to its 
Original position. As the pinion segment 8 is 
now free, it also returns to its original position 
due to the action of the tensed spring 3 acting 
through the chain of gears to the gear segment 
8. This resets all the gearing for this operating 
bank of the multiplying unit. As this gear seg 
ment 8 is reset, it restores the stop bar 40 
through the camming action of the pinion 8 on 
the roll 2, Whih makes this bank ineffective for 
further operation but permits the operation of 
the next bank in which the stop bar 40 is set. 
The oscillatory motion of sector 232 will return 
shaft 87 to its initial position after each pinion 
8 is released. Since shaft 95 is stationary when 

shaft 84 moves, any momentary engagement of 
unselected clutches 94 is immaterial. 
As has been previously explained, the motor 

will continue to run and the multiplying unit con 
tinue its Second factor cycling Operation as long 
as the switch control bail 44 is restrained from 
rotation by the shoulder 52 of any stop lever 40. 
Each pinion 8 that is set and its associated ver 
tical rack 83 (the second factor setting racks G 
of Figure 2) will thus consecutively take control 
of the Operating of the multiplier brush frame 39 
until the rack 83 in the last bank (highest de 
nomination) in which a pinion segment f8 has 
been set has operated. Switch control bail. 44 will 
then be released and the control mechanism will 
be free to start the clearing cycle as explained 
later. 

The multiplying members 
We have told how the brushes 7 are moved, 

first to position representing the first factor and 
then how the brush frame in its entirety is moved 
Successively to positions representing the product 
of all the digits of the first factor by each digit 
of the second factor. We shall now describe in 
more detail the structure of the multiplying 
members H. 
The brushes T heretofore for simplicity indi 

cated in the singular for each rack T. in the 
frame 39 are in fact composed of two pair of 
brushes 1, Tb, 7 and 7d. Cooperating with these 
brushes are electrical multiplying plate assem 
blies. 250 and feed plate assemblies 25, Figure -6. 
The feed plate assemblies 25 are composed of 
feed plates 252 and 253 separated by an insulat 
ing plate 254. . . . 
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As represented in Figure 71, the plate assen 
bly 250 at the right-hand side of said figure is 
the third assembly represented in Figure 6, i.e., 
the one of unit value. The second assembly 250 
is of tens value, and the third assembly 250 is of 
the hundreds value. The brush pairs are inter 
posed between these assemblies 250 and the feed 
plates 252 and 253, the brush 78, for example, 
adapted to engage the electrical contacts 255 of 
the right-hand assembly 25 and the brush. Th 
to contact the feed plate 252, and the brush Te 
to contact the feed plate 253, and the brush it to 
engage the opposite face contacts 256 of the Sec 
ond or next adjacent plate assembly 250, that 
is, the One of the next higher Order. 
The feed plates 252 are electrically connected 

with a switch 257. The feed plates 253 are elec 
trically connected With a second switch 258. 
When the switch 257 is closed, the electrical cir 
cuit is completed from the Supply main. 259 to 
the plate 252, and through the brushes Tb and a 
and the preselected contact, 255 of the assembly 
250, through the denominational order brushes 
20 to the appropriate Solenoid of the accumu 
lator control J, Figure 2. The denominational 
distributor I and the accumulator control J will 
be described in more detail later. Only suffi 
cient mention Will be made now to show the 
manner in which the circuit is completed 
through the multiplying members H. 
When the Switch 258 is closed, the electrical 

circuit is also completed from the main .259 to 
the contact plates 253 through the brushes 7d 
and T and the contacts 256 of the plate assem 
blies 250 of the next higher order, and through 
the denominational distributor brushes 270 to 
the Solenoid of the accumulator control J of the 
next higher order. As is later explained, there 
are tWO actuations of the accumulator control J 
for each multiplication cycle, one for the right 
hand component and one for the left-hand com 
ponent. The switch 257 closes during the first 
actuation and the switch 258 during the second. 
The multiplying plate assemblies 250 (Figures 

69, 70, 75, 76 and 77) are each composed of nine 
plates 262 representative of the units from 1 to 
9, inclusive, and are electrically connected by the 
contacts 255 representative of the digital value 
of the right-hand components of the product of 
the numbers from 1 to 9 by any number from 
1 to 9, 
The plates 262 are electrically insulated by in 

sulators 263 and are held between insulating 
plates 264 and 265. Each of the plates 262 is 
electrically connected to a brush 230. The 
brushes 230 make continuous contact with the 
denominational distributor brushes 270. These 
latter brushes are connected through nine cir 
cuits of the denominational distributor 249 to 
the appropriate solenoids of the accumulator 
control J. 

Each plate assembly 250 also includes eight 
contact plates 267 which serve to represent, the 
left-hand component of the products of num 
bers of the next lower order. Contact plates 262 
and 26 for any one plate assembly 250 have 
common terminals appropriate to their digital 
values. To illustrate: The left-hand component 
of the product of 9x9 is 8. This left-hand com 
ponent 8 Will represent 8 in the tens place or 80, 
and Will have the same brush terminal 230 as 
the right-hand component of the next higher 
order, as, for instance, the product of 80x1 or 
20X4 or 90X2, etc. 
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In general, multiplication is performed by the 

selection of circuits in the multiplying members 
which are representative of the products of mul 
tiplications of 1X1 to 9x9. Contacts 255 repre 
Sent the right-hand component of such products 
and contacts 256 represent the left-hand com 
pOnent. The contacts represent digital values of 
partial product and their coordinates represent 
the factors. 
The construction of the multiplier plate assem 

blies is illustrated in Figure 70, which is a sec 
tion taken at the fourth multiplicand position, 
i. e., the position in which a first factor of 4. 
may be multiplied by any second factor from 1 
to 9. The contact 255 iies in the first row of 
contacts 40 and is therefore indicative of the 
multiplication of 4 by 1, giving the product 4, 
which it Will be seen is in contact With the plate 
262 which it will be observed is the fourth of the 
said nine plates 262. 
The contact 255d is in electrical contact with 

the plate 262 which is the eighth plate of the 
nine plates and is indicative of the product of 4 
by 2 or 8. Similarly the other contacts 255 are 
electrically connected with the corresponding 
plates 262 representative of the right-hand digit 
of the product of the multiplication of 4 by the 
numbers onward from 3 to 9, inclusive. It will be 
noted that where the product of 4 by 5 would give 
the right-hand component of Zero in the prod 
uct, no corresponding contact is provided, 
The eight contact plates 267 are nested to 

gether in the multiplier plate assemblies 250. As 
has been explained the contact plates 2S2 repre 
Senting the right-hand component are electrically 
connected to these eight contact plates 267 rep 
resenting the left-hand component of the prod 
luct of the next lower order having the same 
digital Value. There is thus provided an assem 
bly of nine circuits each one of which, except 
the circuit representing 9, has two branches, one 
branch for the right-hand component and one 
branch for the left-hand component of the next 
lower Order. These circuits are connected to the 
brushes 230, there being nine brushes 230 for each 
assembly and One assembly for each digit of the 
multiplicand Within the capacity of the machine. 
AS above stated, the plates 257 representing the 
left-hand component of a units place product is 
assembled with the plate 262 representing the 
right-hand component of a tens place product, 
and similarly for higher orders. The extreme 
right-hand plate assembly of the lowest order of 
the multiplying members H will be a half as 
Sembly constituting only right-hand compo 
nents and the extreme left-hand plate of the 
highest order multiplier unit will be a half as 
Sembly containing only left-hand components, 
but each assembly and each half assembly will 
have a separate set of nine brushes 230. The 
multiplier assemblies provided are mounted on 
Suitable frames 268 suitably spaced apart. 
The multiplying members herein described are 

an improvement over that disclosed in the Clary 
Patent No. 2,167,827, hereinabove referred to. In 
this instance it will be noted that in order to 
Select positions representative of the second fac 
tor, the brushes move and the circuit members 
representing numbers 1 times 1 to 9 times 9 are 
Stationary, which is converse to the operation 
of that disclosed in the copending Clary applica 
tion wherein the brushes are stationary and the 
circuit members movable. 

It will also be noted in this respect that in 
stead of the keys of the accounting machine act 
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ing as closing members to select the appropriate 
multiplicand circuits, the keys control the posi 
tioning of the circuit closing members to select the 
circuits. In the multiplying members it will be 
noted that the multiplicand circuits are the firs 
row 40 of contacts on the member H. 

The demoninditional distributor 

A denominational distributor I is provided in 
Order to place the product in its proper decimal 
position and includes a decimal shifter or deci 
mal order control member composed of a frame 
229 carrying the brushes 270, and the diagonally 
Spaced contact Wires 269 of the denominational 
distributor 249. 
The denominational distributor is shown in 

Figures 4, 6, 9 and 47. Figure 4 shows a vertical 
section through the mechanism, and Figure 6 a. 
Section at a right angle thereto. Figures 6 and 9 
Show how the movable part of the distributor, i.e., 
brush frame 229, is mounted in slots in the side 
frames 245; and Figure 47 shows the mechanism 
for moving the brush frame 229. 
The Stationary part of the distributor mecha 

nism is mounted in the frame 249, which is formed 
so as to enclose four sides of the mechanism, 
and to leave the top and bottom open. Fastened 
to the frame 249, across the top and bottom, are 
guide channels 507. In these channels are fit 
ted Spacers 508 which are of insulating material, 
and Which are notched to permit the passage of 
the wires 269, and to space them evenly. The 
Wires 269 are laid through these notches in a 
diagonal pattern as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 
is a Section through the distributor mechanism 
in which all of the brushes 230 have a digital value 
of two when electrically alive; and consequently 
in which each diagonal wire 269 is connected to a 
Solenoid 344 having a digital value of two. If a 
Section were taken to the right of this section 6 
(i. e., to the right as shown in Figure 4), all of 
the brushes 230 and the diagonal wires 269 would 
have a digital value of three, and so on. There 
are nine Sections of the frame 249 in which the 
Wires 269 are arranged exactly as shown in Figure 
6. In each of these sections there are dummy wires 
269 which are not connected to any solenoid. 
(Four of these are shown in Figure 6.) These 
dummy Wires 269 serve only as Supports and guides 
for the brushes 270 which are mounted on the 
movable frame 229. 
The movable brush frame 229 is mounted in 

slots in the side frames 245 (Figures 6, 9, 47 and 
51). On each side of the brush frame is a plate 
274 which bears rollers which slide in these slots. 
Also riding on these rollers is a slotted member 
248. Pivotally mounted on this member 248 is 
a member 27 having an outward extension 27 
for adjusting it as described later. Member 27 
carries a crank piece on which is borne a pin 272 
which rides in slot 273 of the plate 274. As shown 
in Figures 9 and 51, the plate 24 is on the inside 
of frame 245 and the member 248 on the outside, 
the frame 245 being cut away to permit the pin 
272 to engage the slot 273 and to permit the 
movement and the adjustment to be described 
later. 
There is also mounted on frame 229 a plate 

599 (Figure 4) carrying rolls 50 which ride 
against guide bars 5 f and serve to assist in align 
ing the brush frame 229 as it moves. 
As has been said, potentially the product of 

multiplication is set up on the brushes 230, there 
being potentially a live brush to represent each 
digit of the product. The current, however, is 
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transmitted to the accumulator control mecha 
nism through the brushes 270 which are mount 
ed on the frame 229 and which, when the frame 
229 moves in the manner hereafter described, 
slide with relation to the brushes 230 to main 
tain contact thereWith as the brushes 230 re 
main stationary. 
The position of advancement of the frame 229 

determines the diagonal wires 269 with which 
the brushes 270 will make electrical contact. In 
Figure 6, the parts are illustrated in the position 
with the decimal control means set to provide 
for a hundredths multiplication, i. e., by any 
number which has two decimals, as .01, 1.01, etc. . 
The position of the third brush 270 with respect 
to the Wires 269 represents the hundredths posi 
tion in the accumulator control J and the posi 
tions of the two brushes to the right thereof repre 
Sent the thousandths and ten-thousandths posi 
tions in the accumulator control J. If the key 
board is actuated to indicate .01 as a multiplicand 
and then again to indicate .01 as a multiplier, 
the brushes 210 will remain in the initial setting 
shown in Figure 6 and the current will flow 
through the extreme right-hand wire 269 to the 
extreme right-hand bank of the accumulator con 
trol J, which bank represents .0001 the decimally 
correct product. 
In order to multiply any number by a unit, 

i. e., by 1, 2, 3, etc., the frame 229 would be ad 
Vanced two positions. Supposing the same mul 
tiplicand .01 has been set as before and the sec 
Ond factor 1 is set thereafter. By means here 
after described, the entire brush frame 229 moves 
upward two diagonal wires and the right-hand 
brush 270 would in this advanced position be 
contacting the wire 269 which is the third from 
the right as viewed in the vertically extending 
portion of said wires in Figure 6. This wire leads 
to the hundredths bank in the accumulator con 
trol J to give the decimally correct product .0. 
Had the multiplicand been 1.01, the brush 270 
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representing 1 being also advanced from the third 
wire 269 to the fifth wire 269 (counting from the 
right), the product would be imparted to the 
accumulator control J as 1.01. 

It Will be recalled that there is one actuation 
of the multiplying unit and one operation of the 
multiplier brush assembly under control of the 
appropriate Second factor setting rack for each 
digit of the second factor. For each of the above 
described operations there is also one setting of 
the denominational distributor brush frame 229 
which is appropriate to the decimal position of 
the digit of the second factor which is then in 
control. 

It has previously been described how the mul 
tiplier brush frame 39 is moved upward and 
downward for each digit of the second factor by 
the Selective engagement of the driving clutches 
94 with the gears 96 (Figures 6 and 56). It 
was also described how this selective engage 
ment was controlled by the position in which 
the shaft f87 (Figure 47) was stopped by the 
operation stop 88 of disc 86 engaging the tip 
89 of lever 40 (Figure 49). The shaft 87 and 

the related mechanism also controls the position 
ing of the denominational brush frame 229. 
Referring to Figure 47, let us suppose that the 
pinion 8 representing the unit digit 5 has been 
Set and that no pinions 8 to the right thereof 
have been set. As previously described, the 
revolution of shaft 67 will cause roller 242 to 
move radially inward under the influence of 
Spring 244, thus rotating shaft 87. Shaft 87, 
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however, also as previously described, can only 
rotate until the operation stop 88 of the units 
disc 86 meets the tip 89 of the lever 40 associ 
ated with the pinion 8 of the units bank; that 
is, it will rotate from the first or initial position 
to the third position, a distance of two spaces. 
The link 23 which is thus moving is pivotally 
mounted on a gear segment 246 which is in turn 
pivotally mounted on pin 247 carried on side 
frame 245. Gear segment 246 is in mesh with 
the Slotted member 248. 

0. 

It has previously been explained how member . 
248 is connected to the denominational brush 
frame 229 through pin 22 and how frame 229 
is slidably mounted to permit movement. It 
therefore follows that the movement of shaft f8T 
Of tWo Spaces Will cause a movement of the de 
nominational brush frame 229 of two spaces, that 
is, from the initial position representing multi 
plication by .01 to the position representing mull 
tiplication by 1. The link 239 is connected to 
gear segment 232 by means of an eccentric ad 
justable connector 23 operative in connection 
with screw 238. There are similar adjustable 
connectors 235 and 236 between gear segment 
232 and link 23 . These adjustable members 
assist in securing the exact relationship between 
the parts which is required for operability. 

Returning now to our illustration of multipli 
cation by five in the units place: After the de 
nominational brush frame 223 has been ad 
Vanced two Spaces as just described, the multi 
plier brush frame 39 will be advanced five spaces 
where it will remain until after the right-hand 
and left-hand compOnent of the partial product 
have been delivered to the accumulator control J 
when it will return to its initial position. How 
multiplier brush frame 39 is operated has al 
ready been described. How the current is trans 
mitted through the brushes Will be described 
later, and also the can timing sequence, which 
causes each element to move at the proper time. 

Referring now to Figure 47, it will be recalled 
that shaft; 67 is rotating during the above-de 
scribed operation. As it completes its cycle of 
rotation, cam 243 will push roller 242 radially 
outward, pull link 23 downward, and return the 
denominational brush frame 229 to the initial po 
sition. It Will thus be seen that the Operation 
of the denominational distributor is selective, not 
progressive, that is, it is not displaced step by 
step as the multiplication proceeds, as is common 
with most multiplying machines, but after each 
digital value is introduced, returns to the origi 
nal position. 
Normally the keyboard of an adding machine, 

or an accounting machine of the type illustrated 
herein, has provision for two digits to the right 
of the decimal point. It is frequently desirable, 
however, to multiply by factors which have more 
digits to the right of the decimal point than is 
provided by such a keyboard. This may be done 
Without any change in the keyboard merely by 
adjusting the initial position of the brush frame 
229 with respect to the wires 269. 
The means provided for adjusting the de 

nominational distributor frame 229 SO as to en 
able multiplication by a factor carrying greater 
than two decimal places is the member 27 (Fig 
ures 47 and 51) and may be any other means 
for varying the relative position of the frame 
229 with respect to the rack 248. For example, 
as heretofore set forth, the multiplying unit is 
normally set for multiplication by a multiplier 
containing two digits to the right of the decimal 
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particular problem or set of problems. 

30 
point, as, for instance, a multiplier like 24.25. 
However, it may, for example, be desired to mull 
tiply by multipliers having up to six digits to the 
right of the decimal point, as, for instance, by 
multipliers like 1.007, 1.0573 or 1,000136. For 
this purpose the initial adjustment may be ap 
propriately varied by turning the member 27 so 
as to retard the brushes 20 four Spaces with re 
spect to the Wires 269 which Will automatically 
throw the product into the accumulator four 
Spaces to the right, i. e., Will increase the maxi 
mum decimal capacity as regards one factor from 
two decimals to six decimals. The product will 
then come in its correct decimal position in the 
accumulator control J. The capacity of this 
latter element will not, however, be increased. 

In this disclosure the increase in the decimal 
capacity of the keyboard as illustrated above is 
accomplished by rotating about its own axis the 
member 2 (Figure 51) Which is carried by the 
rack 248. This rotation shifts the frame 229 
with respect to the rack 248. The member 27 
carries a crank pin 272 which is engaged in a 
slot, 23 of an extension 24 of the frame 229. 
The member 27 is provided with Spaced recesses 
275 adapted to be engaged by a Spring-pressed 
stop 216 to determine its position of adjustment. 
The member 27 is provided with an outward ex 
tension 2T 7 which may be suitably linked with a 
control knob on the outside of the Inultiplying 
unit and may be manually adjusted as desired. 
This adjustment of the decimal point is ex 

tremely important where the product is to be 
printed. The adjustment described above will 
permit the pre-setting of the denominational dis 
tributor so as to provide for the calculation of a 

I let uS 
suppose, for instance, that it is desired to multiply 
dollars and cents by a six place decimal, for lin 
stance, .004166, and yet have the answer print as 
dollars and cents, such calculations being very 
common. If we lower the initial setting of de 
nominational brush frame 227 four spaces, we will 
move the initial setting of the decimal point four 
spaces to the right as respects the accumulatOl' 
control. However, setting one factor four places 
to the left as respects the keyboard will con 
pensate for this displacement and the product 
will, as before, be printed in dollars and cents. 
004166 would therefore be set on the keyboard 
as if it were 41.66. This is very important where 
it is required to accumulate dollars and cents 
as required in interest and dividend calculations 
and in price extensions. It is also possible by 
lowering the initial setting of the denominational 
distributor three places to set each factor on 
the keyboard as five places and read the printed 
answer to five places. This is equivalent to 
changing the machine from a constant tWO deci 
mal machine to a constant five decimal machine. 
A variety of adjustments are poSsible, the nature 
and effect of which will be apparent to any one 
skilled in the use of figures. 

The accumulator control and the product 
accinatotitor 

The accumulator control mechanism. J, as has 
been heretofore explained in part, includes nine 
electro-magnets which provide stops positioned 
determinative of the digit of the partial product 
which they are to indicate. Each of the Sole 
noids which make up the accumulator control is 
provided with armature stops 278 which are 'ep 
resentative of the digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 
a fixed stop 279 is representative of the digit 9. 
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The armature stop 278a of the zero coil (Figure 
4) is normally in the path of the arm 280 and 
the other armature stops are not. The Zero Coil 
is in series with each of the other coils of each 
of the solenoid units representative of 1 to 8 SO 
that it will be energized When any coil of the 
solenoids from 1 to 8 is energized. When a num 
ber 9 contact is energized, only the Zero coil will 
receive current. Thus when a bank is not Oper 
ating, the position of the zero armature stop 28 
will prevent motion of the arm. 280, but when it is 
operating, it will permit motion of the arm 280 
to the first armature stop set other than Zero 
or to the fixed stop 279. 
The rotation of the arm 280 is arrested by the 

projection of a stop tip 28 of any one of the 
arnatures 28 that is energized. This stopping 
of the arm 280 arrests the arm in a position in 
dicative of the digital value of the partial Crod 
uct electrically transmitted to the particular Sole 
noid unit of the accumulator control J. The arm 
280 is operatively connected to the product ac 
cumulator K to transmit this digital value as de 
termined by its rotation to the accumulator 
mechanism as will hereinafter be described. 
The arms 280 are mounted on sleeves 282 car 

ried on the shaft 283. The arms 280 are pro 
vided with engaging sections 284 (Figure 60) 
which serve to fasten them to the gears 285 which 
are also mounted on the sleeves 282. The gear 
285 of each bank meshes with an idler gear 286 
which is journaled on a pin 287 carried by the 
Supporting frame 343 of each Solenoid assembly of 
the accumulator control J. The idler gears 286 
in turn mesh with gear segments 288 which are 
journaled on a shaft, 289 (Figures 4 and 58). 
Secured to each gear segment 288 is a pinion 

290, which is in mesh with gear segments 29 i. 
Gear segments 29 are journaled on a shaft 292 
and are normally urged to drive the pinion 290 
through the influence of the spring 293 interposed 
between the arms 294 of said segments 29 and 
lever arms 295 which are secured to the shaft 
292. 
The shaft 292 is driven by the campair 296 and 

297 secured to the cam shaft 88 (Figures 7, 8, 61 
and 62). 
A compound lever 298 which is pivotally mount 

ed on frames 50 and 52 (Figures 7 and 62) 
carries a pair of can rollers 299 and 300, which 
can rollers 299 and 300 are held in engagement 
with the cams 297 and 296, respectively. The 
cams 296 and 297 are the reverse of each other; 
that is, as cam 297 pushes radially outward on 
roller 299, can 296 moves to permit roller 300 to 
move radially inward, then as can 296 pushes 
the roller 300 radiaily outward, the cam 297 par 
mits roller 299 to move radially inward. The 
cans have two “peaks' and two “valleys.' One 
"peak' and its corresponding “valley' being con 
siderably longer than the other. This construc 
tion provides for a dwell while the brush frames 
39 and 229 are being set during which no rio-, 

tion will be imparted to the compound lever 298. 
Then a double oscillatory motion with a short 
dwell between the two movements will be in 
parted and the compound lever 298 returned to 
its initial position. This double oscillatory mo 
tion will be impared to a shaft 292 through lever 
arm 302, slotted link 39, and pin 303. An ec 
centric adjustment 305 and 306 has been provided 
between the compound lever 298 and link 30 and 
the cam 296 has been cut away slightly for easier 
operation during the dwell periods, 
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As shaft 292 oscillates, it pulls spring 293 and 

through the train of gear segments and gears 
previously described, tends to rotate gears 285 
and arms 280 fastened thereto through two for 
Ward and reverse revolutions. However, since 
the arms 289 are Spring-driven, the motion of any 
arm 280 may be stopped by one of its associated 
armature stops 28 if such stop is in position to 
do so. In this manner a double actuation is im 
parted to the product accumulator as is required 
to accumulate right-hand components and left 
hand components of partial products. 
Means are provided for translating the digital 

value of rotation of pinion segments 288 to the 
accumulator or product accumulator K, which 
means includes a pinion 30 which is rigidly af 
fixed to the pinion 290 and the gear segment 288 
and is journaled on the shaft 289 (Figure 58). 
The pinion 307 is in mesh with a pinion 308 
journaled on a pin 309, which pin is supported by 
an extension frame member 30 (Figure 58). The 
pinion 308 meshes with a pinion 3, which pinion 
3 is journaled on a pin 32. The pin 32 is also 
carried by the frame 30. A link 33 is carried 
On the pin 32 and is in turn pivotally connected 
With an arm 3:4. The arm 34 is secured to a 
shaft 3 5 in order, as motion is imparted to the 
shaft 35, to thrust the pinion 3f into mesh with 
the counter pinion 36 so that the rotation of 
the gear segment 288 Will be transmitted to the 
pinion 36. The shaft, 35 is rotated from the 
counter control cam shaft 88 through the medium 
of the cam 3T (Figure 67) operating in conjunc 
tion with a confined can roller 38 mounted to 
rotate in a cam track 39. The roller 38 is car 
ried on the end of a crank arm 320 secured to the 
shaft 35 (Figure 67). 

Also secured on shaft 35 are spring members 
32 which engage gear segments 288, to retain 
them in the zero position and to assist in align 
ments at the time pinions 3 mesh with counter 
pinions 3 f6 by taking up the back lash in the 
gear train. The can tinning is Such that the en 
gagement of pinions 36 with pinions 3 take 
place during the dwell periods of cams 296 and 
297, i. e., while the gear segments 288 are sta 
tionary. 
As has been stated, in each cycle of operation 

corresponding to multiplication of any multipli 
cand by one digit of the multiplier there is a 
subcycle for introduction of the right-hand com 
ponents of the partial product and another Sub 
cycle for introduction of the left-hand con 
ponents of partial products. The accumulator 
control mechanism as above described must op 
erate and restore itself to normal twice during 
each digital multiplying cycle. 

The electrical impulses inparted from the 
electrical Inuitiplying member to the Solenoids of 
the accumulator control J are transmitted 
through the medium of the switches 25 and 258 
alternately, first to introduce the right-hand com 
ponent and then the left-hand component. These 
switches are illustrated in Figures 7,71, 72,73 and 
74 and may be of any type which connects a feed 
line 259 alternately with two sets of leads so that 
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only one of the two SetS can carry current at any 
one time. 
In the switch 257 the common lead 259 ter 

minates in the switch blade 328. There is one 
switch blade 329 (Figure 73) for each feed plate 
252 within the capacity of the machine. Plate 
252 is the feed plate from which current for the 
right-hand component is drawn, as previously 
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described. Journaled on shaft 90 is yoke 332. 
from which projects an arm 32 carrying a cylin 
drical copper circuit closer 525 with a suitable in 
Slating lining. The yoke 332. also has an airn 
with a tip. 334 adapted to engage pin 333 which is 
borne on can 33. As can 33 rotates, pin 333 
Will engage tip 334, thrusting the circuit closer 
25 against the inner row of SWitch blades 329. 

This thrustS, the latter against the Outer roW of 
Switch blades 329, and against Switch blade 328, 
Which is also in the Outer row. Thus, all the 
blades are interconnected and current flows from 
the Source to all of the feed plates 252. As can 
33 Continues to rotate, the pressure is relieved 
and Spring 330 rotates yoke 332 in a counter 
clock. Wise direction and opens all the circuits. 
This nonentary ciOSUre is Sufficient to actuate 
the armature stops 28 and latch then in posi 
tion as hereafter explained. The Switch 258-in 
cludes a yoke member 335 mounted on a pin 335 
in the frane. It has an arm 342, with a tip 34 
and as Other aria. On Which is mounted the circuit 
closure .333 
blades is tie. sane as switch 25. It is operated 
by pin 339 on disc. 346; and serves to connect the 
feed line 259 with all, the feed plates. 253 from 
Willich, aS has been previously explained, is drawn 
the Current for the left-hand conponents. The 
tWO, SWitches close: alternately as shown in the 
can tinning chart to be described later. 
The Soleroid assembly units of the accumulator 

CCEltrol J are each composed of plate elements 
343 (Figure -59) of decagonal formation which 
Caltry the Solenoid coils 344 operative to move the 
Solengid armatures 28 horizontally to project, the 
artinature stops is in and out of the path of 
the stop arm. 28). The armatures 278 are nor 
Ilally urged out of stop-engaging position by 
means of Springs 345. 
Keyed on the shaft 283 are armature restoring 

arms 346 (Figures 60 and 61) which operate as 
a latch release mechanism to release the arma 
ture stops 28 which, when projected into the 
Stop-engaging position, are latched in their pro 
jected... positions. The latch means consists of 
latch shoulders 347 of the armatures 278 and 
Companion latch shoulders 348 of an inwardly 
turned flange 349 of the decagonal frame piate 
343. 
The arnature arm 28 has a projecting re 

Storing Section 350 which is engaged by the re 
Storing arm 346 when the arrnature , 278 is in 
latched position. The tinning Of this release..is 
Such that the release is effected only during the 
proper cycle of the operation and after the stop 
arm. 280 has been restored to its initial posi 
tion from its engagement with the particular 

In order. 
to insure this operation, a Safety means is pro-. 
Wided. The stop arm 28) is returned. When the 

armature stop. 28 which is operating. 

gear segment 29 is moved back by the action of 
the cans 296 and 297 on the shaft 88, thereby 
reversing the direction of rotation . Of the gear 
segment 288 and the direction of rotation of the 
idler 286 and the gear 285 on the shaft 283. The 
restoring arm 346 is secured to : the shaft, 283 
which is releasably clutched to its driving means 
through the medium of a clutch mechanism 35 
(Figure 63) normally held in engagement hy 
means of a spring 352. 
The clutch 35 includes a clutch plate 353 

which is keyed to the shaft 283. A gear 354 is 
journaled on the shaft 283 and carries the clutch 
pin 354a adapted to be engaged by the clutch 
member 359 carried by the plate 353. . As the 

The arrangement of the switch 
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34 
shaft .292 is rotated during, its forward operation. 
to move the stop arms 280 into engagement. With 
the selected stops. 28, it also rotates gear 354 
(Figure 63) through sector. 358, gear 357, Seg 
ment 356 and idler 355, in the direction of the 
arrow 360. This results in the pin 354a riding 
under the clutch member 359, releasing the en 
gagement between the clutch, plate 353 and the 
gear 354. So that no drive is imparted by this 
mechanism to the shaft 283. On the return drive, 
iOWever, the gear Segment 358 rotates the gear 
Segiment 356, in the opposite direction, at which 
time the pin 3548 engages the clutch member 359. 
with the result that... the restoring arm 346 is 
driven in a direction opposite from that indi 
cated by the arrow 360 or in a direction to re 
lease the latched arnature stops. Before this 
operation can occur, a holding paWl 36 is re 
leased from its holding notch 362 in the plate 
353. This is accomplished through the link 363 
connected between the pawl 36 and the arm of 
the gear Segment 358. This pawl 36 is released 
slightly before, the completion of the downward 
movement of the gear segment 358 from its po 
Sition, as indicated in Figure 63. 
A safety means is provided for insuring... the 

proper timing of this restoring operation, which 
Safety means, includes a control disc. 364 (Figures 
60 and 64), pinned to the shaft 283. This disc, 
364. is provided with a recess 365 normally en 
gaged by a roller 366 carried by a bell crank 36. 
A. Spring,368, urges the roller. 366 into the recess 
355 and the function of this assembly is to in 
Sure that the shaft 283 is always returned to an 
initial Starting position. 
The disc. 364 carries a flattened pin 369. Which 

is adapted to engage the bent, end. 370 of the 
arm 3 of a bell crank, 32. The...be crank 372. 
is journaled. On a pin 373. A Spring 34 normal 
ly urges the arm 3T into the path of the flat 
tened pin 369 but the position of the arm 37 is 
in turn controlled by a roller .375 carried by the 
link 30. (Figures 61 and 64). This safety means. 
is provided to insure that the stop arm. 28.0...has 
returned to its normal position behind the zero 
Solenoid stop. 28 (i. e., 278) before its associated 
restoring arm .346, which is following it releases 
the latch holding the. Zero solenoid stop 28. 
Should the restoring arm 346, for any reason, be 
so close to stop arm 280 as to make this possible 
the flattened pin 369, will engage the bent end 
370 of the arm 37, delaying, the rotation of the 
shaft 283 in the reverse or restoring direction a 
sufficient period of time to insure the movement 
of the arm 280 in advance of the restoring arm 
36. After arm 280 has reached its initial posi 
tion the link 302. carried by the shaft 292 op 
erating through the link 30 and roller 375 ro 
tates the bell crank lever 372 in a clockwise di 
rection, moving the bent end 370 out of the path 
of the flattened pin 369, permitting the shaft. 283 
to complete its rotation under the influence of 
the Spring-pressed centering arm 36. 

This restoring operation is of course followed 
through twice for each multiplying cycle be 
cause, as Was heretofore described, each Solenoid 
unit of the accumulator control J must be sus 
ceptible of two operations for each multiplying. 
cycle. Likewise it will be obvious that it is es 
Sential that the means operative to transmit the 
novenent of the gear segment 288 (Figure 4) to 
the product accumulator K must have a two 
cycle operation for each multiplying operation, 
Which means that the pinion 3 must be twice 
thrust into position of engagement With the gear 
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316 and twice withdrawn during the restoring 
Operation. This is accomplished by the double 
can 37 carried on the shaft 88 which is op 
erative to impart a double reciprocation to the 
shaft 35. 
The right-hand component and left-hand con 

ponent operations of the accumulator control J 
and the product accumulator K take place While 
the multiplier brush frame is in position for 
multiplication by the appropriate digit and while 
the denominational brush frame is in position 
for the appropriate denominational order. 
Thereafter, through means heretofore described, 
the multiplier brush frame 39 is restored to 
normal. Cam 243 (Figure 47) then resets the 
disc 86 and restores the decimal order brush 
frame 229 to its original position. As previously 
explained, the machine will now continue to func 
tion in this manner as long as any Stop lever 40 is 
in operating position. When the last digit of 
the second factor has actuated the multiplying 
unit, the multiplication will be complete and the 
product Will be on the product accumulator K. 
In the foregoing We have carried the detailed 

description as far as the pinions 3 which oper 
ate the product accumulator K. These pinions 
3 fare engaged with product accumulator K and 
rotated an amount representative of the right 
hand components of a partial product. They 
are then withdrawn and restored and thereafter 
reengaged and rotated an amount representative 
of the left-hand components of a partial prod 
luct and again. Withdrawn and restored. All this 
has previously been explained. This differential 
movement of pinions 3 is of the same type as 
is normally used to operate an accumulator. 
Such structures are old in the art and our ma 
chine is not limited to any particular type of ac 
cumulator, the one selected being solely a matter 
of convenience and availability rather than a 
requirement of Our machine. 

he product accumulator selected for inclusion 
in the machine illustrated by this application is 
the One known commercially as the accumulator 
of the Marchant multiplying machine, Model D, 
sold during the year 1937. It is more partic 
ularly illustrated in Swiss Patent No. 183,500 is 
Suled to the Marchant Calculating Machine Com 
pany. This patent shows a carriage mecha 
nism containing two accumulators. The one-used 
in Our machine is the upper accumulator. The 
upper and lower accumulators are mounted on 
Conn On Supports but these supports have been 
Cut So as to leave the upper accumulator intact 
for operation in our machine. Comparison of 
that part of Our Figure 4, Which shows the ac 
Cumulator K, With Figure 20 of the Swiss patent 
Will indicate what has been eliminated by this 
process and What has been retained. This upper 
accumulator has a clearing lever attached to 
shaft 408. For this lever has been substituted 
our clearing lever 4t. It also has a cover de 
signed to hold the supporting members in place. 
This cover has been slotted as shown in Figure 
4 to permit the engagement of gears 457 of the 
transfer assembly. With the gears 326 of the ac 
cumulator as hereafter described. The accumu 
lator thus obtained is a self-contained assembly 
uSable for the accumulation of numbers and con 
taining all the mechanism required to restore it 
self to a zero reading when the clearing arm 
407 is actuated. This accumulator Which we 
have referred to as the product accumulator K is 
mounted on the frames 50 by means of dowel 
ScreWS which set the pinions 36 in proper align 
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36 
ment with the pinions 3 and the gears 326 
in proper alignment With the gears 457 of the 
transfer assembly L. 
AS ShoWn in the patent referred to, it is nec 

eSSary for the Operation of the accumulator, as 
above described, that the holding members 322 
be released from engagement with the pinions 
3:6 and that the rockers 324 be displaced in a 
counter-clockwise direction at the time of en 
gagement of the pinions 3 with the pinions 
316. This frees the accumulator mechanism so 
it may receive a numerical value from the pin 
ions 3. Thereafter when the pinions 3 if and 
the pinions 36 are in disengagement, the re 
Storation of members 322 and 324 to their origi 
nal position serves to bring the accumulator 
gears 326 into alignment so that they may repre 
sent the appropriate numerical value and serves 
to hold that value in the accumulator until other 
numerical values are added to it or until the ac 
cumulator is cleared. All this is well known in 
the art and is disclosed in the patent referred to. 
However, in the patent referred to, the accumu 
lator is mounted so as to be movable into engage 
ment With the pinion 3 and out again; where 
as in Our machine the accumulator is stationary 
and the pinions S are moved in and out of en 
gagement With the accumulator. At the time 
pinions 3 are moved into engagement with the 
accumulator pinions 36, the lugs on the end of 
arms 30 press against the holding members 322 
and the tips of these lugs press against the rocker 
324 So as to free the accumulator to receive a 
numerical value as above described. 
AS has been explained, the numerical values 

delivered to the accumulator are the partial prod 
ucts and the accumulator accumulates these par 
tial products to give the final product which is 
represented by the position of the gears 326. 
The transfer assembly and the clearing cycle 
In order that the product may be printed, it 

is necessary that it be transferred to the racks 
2. Accumulators which serve the dual purpose 
of accumulation and of controlling the actuat 
ing racks to print totals are well known in the 
art. Had an accumulator of this type been em 
ployed, the product could be directly transferred 
to the racks 2. However, since the accumulator 
used was not designed for printing, an inter 
mediate stage is required. The transfer assembly 
I, fills this intermediate function. 
The transfer assembly L. (Figures 4, 58, '79, 84 

and 85) is mounted on end plates 383a. These 
carry rolls 44 and 45 which ride in slots 46 and 
4.7 in the frames 4f 8. Mounted on end plates 
383a on studs 392,392a and 392b (Figures 39 and 
85) are plates 383 which support the shafts 458a. 
and 43. Shaft 458a is on the same center line 
as rollers 44. Mounted on the shafts 458a and 
43 are the spaced plates 456 which carry gears 
457 on studs 45ta, these studs being on the same 
center line as the rollers 45. Journaled on the 
shaft 458a are the gears 458 and 486. The gears 
457 and 458 are in mesh, and gear 460 is fastened 
to gear 458. Gears 458 carry a pin 462 (Figure 
9) Which is adapted to contact a shoulder 46 of 
plates 456 when the transfer assembly has a zero 
reading. ASSociated with gears 458 are spring 
preSSed aligning pawls 459 (Figure 4). 
A means is provided for moving the transfer 

aSSembly so that the gears 457 mesh. With the 
gears 326 of the product accumulator to receive 
the product therefrom and for thereafter mov 
ing the transfer assembly so that the gears 460 
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mesh with the extensions 6 of the racks 2 so as to 
deliver the product to them for printing. This 
is done automatically as soon as the final prod 
uct has been accumulated on the product accumul 
lator by the following mechanism: 

Near the end of each cycle the Switch release 
aim 36 (Figures 23 and 24) is actuated by the 
roll 36 a on the gear 87 placing latch dog 34 of 
Switch release arm 36 in position to engage the 
notch 35. When, under the above Condition, the 
yoke 4i is free, as in the case where the multi 
tiplication is complete, the spring 368 tends to re 
store the links 3 and 4 and associated mecha 
nism to the shut-off condition shown in Figure 
23. However, the latch arm 48 as it rotates to 
ward the shut-off position hits the tip pin 59a 
of the trigger latch member 59 releasing the 
previously set trigger latch 53 (Figures 40 and 
79) to control and start the clearing cycle as here 
in after described. The trigger member 59 re 
leases latch 53 which releases the lever 55 for 
counterclockwise novement under the influence 
of the spring 379. 
The forward end of the lever 55 is pivotally 

connected with a link 38 which link 38 has 
also an extension 38 adapted to engage the pin 
382 carried at the forward end of the link 29. 

After actuating pin 382, extension 38 rotates 
away from it as illustrated in Figure 79, due to 
cam 59, The pin 382 forms the pivotal connec 
tion of link 29 with the connecting link 3. Thus 
a downward inpulse is imposed on the forward 
end on the link 29 which, operating through the 
link 3, rotates the switch latch 32 away from the 
tip 34 of the switch arm 36 and again permits the 
Completion of the electrical circuit to the Operat 
ing motor 39 which will make One complete op 
erating cycle and then automatically shut off. 
It should be remembered that the relationship of 
the SWitch atch 32 and the SWitch arm 36 is such 
that the motor tends to shut off at the end of one 
cycle. This final cycle is the clearing cycle. 
Movement of the member 55 (Figures 39, 40, 

and 41) also acts to impart an upWard force to 
the control link f$2 and to impart an upward force 
to the clutch control link G4 to declutch the cam 
shaft 88. Operating from the link S2, the yoke 
G3 is now given a CounterCIOckWise rotation 

which, through the link 78 and yoke 83, operates 
thlrough the crank piece 8 to il part a down 
Ward movement to the rod 9 which exerts a 
downward pull upon the link 3 to move the 
disabling pawl 2 into position to declutch the 
can shaft f6, from the gear 68. 
At the time the second factor is set, the con 

trol link f is operated, as has already been ex 
plained. This actuation also Sets the Spring 
loaded clearing and transfer assembly control 
mechanism which has remained in the inopera 
tive condition illustrated in Figure 39 during the 
multiplicanid cycle. After the actuation of link 
47 this control mechanism assumes the 'set” 

position illustrated in Figure 40. It remains in 
this position until the end of the multiplication 
when the trigger 59 is released to start the clear 
ing cycle, as has just been explained, The con 
trol mechanism then assumes the position illus. 
trated in Figure 79. 
The lever 55 is connected through the link 

380 with a link 384, which link 384 has an ar 
cuate slot 385 in which a pin 386 is mounted. The 
pin 386 is carried by one arm of a bell crank hook 
member 387 pivoted on a pin 388. A Spring 389 
normally urges the be crank lever in a counter 
clockwise direction and a spring 39 connected 
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38 
between the link 384 and the opposite arm of the 
bell crank lever 38 normally urges the link 384 
in a clockWise direction. 
As will be seen in Figures 39, 40 and 79, When 

the double trigger latch 53 is set, the hook 393 
of the link 384 is engaged (Figure 40) with the 
projection 395 of a latch link 395. The latch link 
395 is pivoted on a pin 395. There is a bent tip 
or lug 526 on latch link 395 which serves to en 
gage latch lug 42 under the conditioins here 
after described. The change in the position of 
link 384 from the position illustrated in Figure 39 
to that illustrated in Figure 40 has resulted fron 
the upward force transmitted from the lever 55 
to push the link 384 upwardly permitting the link 
to ride on the pin 383 until the pin 386 is at the 
bottom of the arcuate slot 385. 

he pin 35S is carried by a crank arm 39 Which 
is secured to product accumulator clearing Shaft 
393. Journaled on the shaft 393 is an arm 399, 
the outer end of which is provided With a Can 
roler 43. This can roiler to rides on the can 
A carried by the shaft, 33. The bent tip 526 
of iaitch member 335 being out of engagement 
With the Corresponding latch lug 42 of the near 
ber 339 permiis the roller 40 to ride over the 
Surface of the car & Without inparting any 
notion to the product, accumulator clearing Shaft 
38. huS trousilou, the nultiplicand and mull 
tiplier cycles as tie Shaft 33 is rotated, no in 
pulse is inpatted to the clearing shaft 398. How 
ever, at the end of the multiplier cycles When an 
implise as heretofore described is imparted to 
the lever 55 to rotate the same counterclockwise, 
the down Waid inguise in pated through the links 
38 and 384 moves the link 384 into the latched 
position as shown in Figure 79. 
Means are provided for maintaining a balance 

betWeein the reimbers. 339 and 397 and for urgirig 
the beint, tip 528. Of latch nenber 395 out of en 
gagement with the latch end 402 after the clear 
ing operation is conplete. Thus a spring 403 is 
connected between the arms 33 and 393 which 
Griinally urges tilese arms to Ward each other 

but yieidably permits the same to move away from 
each other except when the bent tip 526 of the 
atch member 39 engages the latch ed. 42, 
his latch end is noved into this position ulder 

the downwari pull in parted to the member 384 
at the end of the multiplier cycle by the further 
iiii pulse in parted to the ninenber 55 at this tire 
as heretofore described. Thus the latch reinber 
395 is SWung is a counterclockwise direction 
against the urge Of the Spring 44 which is in 
terposed between the nember 39 and a stop lug 
or bent tip 525 carried by the member 395. With 
these members atched together, they must nove 
as a unit under the influence of the cam 4 
against the roller 469, thereby at this part of the 
cycle inparting movement to the shaft, 398 and 
hence through the crank arm 435 carried there 
by to the product accumulator clearing link 406. 
The product acculinulator clearing lik 6 is 
connected to an arrn Secured to the shaft, 43, 
and Siacean. 4 is the clearing an of the prod 
LCt accumulator as heretofore explained, its actu 
ation Will clear the accumulated product, on 
the product, accumulator K into the transfer as 
Sembly when the transfer accumulator is noved 
into engagement. With the product accumulator 
as hereafter described. 
At the same time as the latch member 39 IS 

noved to engagement with the latch end 42 
through the downward impulse imparted to the 
link 384 the pin 386 is also pulled down Wardly to 
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rotate the bell crank member 387 in a clockwise 
direction moving the hook end 39 away from 
the pin 392 permitting a spring 409 (Figure 85) 
connected with a bell crank lever 40 to shift tile 
transfer assembly I into engagement with the 
product accumulator. The bell crank lever 40 
is connected to the transfer assembly by means 
of its forked ends 42 engaging over a shaft 43 
Which is carried on the transfer assembly end 
plates 383. Transfer assembly L, is yieldably held 
in position on rollers 4 4 and 4 f5 which engage 
Within slots 46 and 47 respectively of an aux 
iliary frame 48, as has been explained. 
The movement of the release of the latch pro 

Wided between the members 39 and 392 as here 
inabove described permits the transfer assembly 
to be noved into engagement with the product 
accumulator gear 326 so that as the product ac 
Cunlator is cleared through the action of the 
levers 405, 406 and 47 operating through the 
can 40 and the roller 400, the accumulated 
total product is transferred to the transfer as 
Sembly L. In the Operation of this linkage there 
is provided also a guide member 419 which has 
a slide face 420 adapted to engage the pivot con 
necting the links 380 and 384 to rotate the link 
380 so as to release its lower tip. 38 from the 
pin 382 after the Switch release has been tripped, 
aS previously explained. 
A Spring 42 is interposed between the pate 

49 and this pivot in order to maintain a yield 
able contact at this point. 
The product accumulator having been cleared 

and the product placed in the transfer assembly, 
there now remains to complete the cycle only the 
necessary Operation to restore the linkages opera 
tive during the multiplier cycles to their normal 
position. 

During the clearing cycle just described, the 
gear 94 (Figure 30) has made one complete revo 
lution, AS eXplained, the member 55, when re 
leased by the double trigger latch 53, moves the 
yoke 63 counterclockwise (Figures 40, 43 and 
79). This movement of the yoke 63 actuates 
the restoring controls in the multiplying unit, and 
Operates the link OS (Figures 30, 31 and 43) 
which has a notch 463 into which the pin 436 
carried by the link 432 noves under the action 
of Spring 464 when the locking member 465 is 
in position to permit it, which is normally the 
Case. The pin 436 is initially held out of the 
notch 463 by a lever arm 466 which is designed 
to move in a counterclockwise direction around 
a pivot 467 carried by the main frame of the 
multiplying unit. 
The member 466 engages over a pin 468 carried 

by the frame 36 of the multiplier rack assembly. 
The lever 466, through its tail piece 469, will hold 
the pin 436 out of the notch 463 while the multi 
plicand is being Set because the frame 36 is in 
its initial or lower position. During this cycle 
the link f6 will be moved in an upward direc 
tion permitting a one-half revolution of the can 
shaft 96 which, as heretofore described, moves 
the multiplier rack frame f36 and the brush as 
sembly to a position of alignment with the first 
row of contacts 48 of the multiplier. 
This movement of the frame 36, acting 

through the pin 458, rotates the lever 466 and 
permits the pin 436 to press against the link OG 
but not to enter the notch 463 as this has moved 
upward to a position to prevent entry of the pin 
436. This upward movement of link O6 took 
place when the latch 48 was tripped at the be 
ginning of the multiplicand cycle as previously 
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40 
explained and link to 6 and the clutch release 
paWils 0 and C3 remain in the tripped posi 
tion illustrated in Figure 31 throughout the mul 
tiplicand and multiplier cycles. 
When the multiplier is set, the multiplier con 

trol link 4 actuates the multiplier control mech 
anism rotating the yoke 63 in a clockwise direc 
tion as heretofore explained. This action moves 
the pin 436 over the notch 463, and member 466 
being rotated SO as to permit it, the Spring 464 
causes the pin and notch to engage. The pin and 
notch Will remain in engagement during the mull 
tiplier cycleS. 

It Will be recalled that at the beginning of the 
clearing cycle the double trigger latch 59-53 
Was released rotating member 55 in a counter 
clockwise direction. This imparts through link 
62 a similar counterclockwise movement to yoke 
f63. Yoke 63 is connected to link 432 through 
pin 436 which rides in a slot in said yoke (Figure 
43). Inasmuch as pin 436 is now in notch 463, 
as has been explained, yoke 63 will impart a 
downward thrust to link 432 and link 06. This 
will swing the clutch disabling pawl 07 (Figure 
31) out of engagement with the clutch paw 97 
and the clutch disabling paWl 03 in position to 
disable the clutch. When the gear 94 completes its 
revolution. The gear 94 will drive the can shaft 
96 during the last half revolution at the end of 
which the latch (9 Will lock the mechanism in 
the position illustrated in Figure 30 through the 
action of the Spring . As has been explained, 
the first half revolution of camshaft 96 took place 
during the multiplicand cycle. 

During the last half revolution of the can shaft 
96, the can 6 permits the frame 36 and with 
it the brush frame 39 to be moved to their initial 
position through the action of the springs 37 
(Figure 34). 
As there is provided on the cam 6 the con 

centric track portion 47, there is a period of 
dWell in the operation during which time the 
can f 5 (Figure 35) rotates the ever 25 and 
the shaft 27 and lever f28 in a clockwise direc 
tion, restoring the racks (Figure 4) to their 
initial position. Where they are held by the latch 
members T3. The multiplying unit is now re 
Stored to its initial position ready for further 
Operation. 

Printing and accumulating the product 
AS the multiplying unit has now been cleared 

and the product set upon the transfer assembly, 
the next operation is to transfer the product from 
the transfer assembly back to the racks 2 and 
thereby to the printing segments and also to one 
Of the accumulators of the accounting machine 
if it is desired to accumulate the products as is 
usually the case. The conclusion of this opera 
tion should restore all parts of both machines 
to their starting position so that the multiplying 
operation may be repeated, 
During the multiplier and clearing cycles which 

are now Completed, the carriage of the account 
ing machine has shifted to a position in align 
ment with the third tabulator stop 442. 
Transferring the product to the record 443 is 

accomplished by actuating the totalizer key 445 
of the accounting machine and then again press 
ing the motor bar 27, thus again setting in mo 
tion the accounting machine motor. 
The totalizer key 445 is designed for taking the 

totals from an accumulator of the Ellis machine 
by controlling the actuation of link 446 (Figure 
22). This link normally connected to an accumu 
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lator in the Ellis machine is now connected to 
lever 447 of the multiplying unit. This ever is 
fastened to sleeve Ald. Which is journaled Cl 
shaft 4 which is mounted on end plates 48. 
On this sleeve 4 fia are arms 448 adapted to con- . 
tact rollers 49 which are borne on the Same Studs 
which carry rollers 45 in plates 383a of the trans 
fer assembly. The totaling operation controlled 
by key 445 thus imparts a clockwise rotation to 
arms 448 which press on rollers 449 and shift the 
transfer assembly from engagement, With the 
product accumulator into engagement With the 
extension 6 of the racks 2 in the same manner 
as would have been done for taking a total from 
the accumulator Which has been removed. 
As the transfer assembly is thus moved, it en 

gages a hook 45, causes the same to move coun 
ter-clockwise under the action of a spring 45, 
holding the transfer assembly in engagement 
with the rack 2 until the product has been taken 
off. This holding action is accomplished by a 
notch 452 engaging the pin 392. Then as the 
link 44 restores the member 447, the hook 45 is 
canned off and the transfer assembly is pulled 
out of engagement by means of springs 49 and 
held by the hook 39 which is pulled into engage 
ment, by Spring 389. This camming action is 
performed by a pin 454 carried by the member 
447 and engaging the can end 455 of the hook 45. 
The transfer assembly L, normally occupies the 

position illustrated in Figure 39 and moves into 
the position of engagement with the product ac 
Cunlator K. (Figures 79 and 85) or into engage 
ment With the racks 2 as just described. 
As the racks 2 are operated by the account 

ing machine in the normal manner required for 
a totaling operation, the gears 460, and with then 
the gears 458, are rotated until the pins 462 en 
gage the stop shoulders 46. This clears the 
transfer counter and through the motion of the 
racks 2 which control and operate the printing 
Segments 3, prints the product through the nor 
inal manner of Operation of the accounting ma 
chine. 
The accounting machine accumulator 4 (Fig 

Ure 3) innay also be engaged with the racks 2 so 
that the product may be accumulated therein and 
later printed as the grand total of all of the 
product of a Series of multiplications. As soon 
as the product has been printed, the accounting 
machine carriage will be released to return to 
the initial Or multiplicand position and both the 
multiplying unit and the accounting machine 
Will have completed their functions and Will be 
ready for a subsequent multiplication. 
Although a transfer assembly I, as thus illus 

trated has been provided for coupling the prod 
luct accumulator K with the racks 2 for coop 
erative action, it will be obvious that any other 
Suitable type of accumulator other than the ac 
Cuimulator as illustrated might be employed and 
that an accumulator might be utilized for direct 
COOperation. With the racks 2 permitting elim 
ination of the transfer assembly. 

The safety interlock 

During the multiplying operation as per 
formed by the multiplying unit, the accounting 
machine operating motor is interrupted in its op 
eration after the operation of the racks 2 to set 
the multiplier in the multiplying unit, and the 
Operation of the accounting machine operating 
motor is maintained interrupted throughout the 
multiplier Cycles. This is accomplished through 
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accounting machine motor. 

end of the multiplier cycles. 

42 
the connections as specifically illustrated in Fig 
lures 43, 44, 45 and 46. 

Illustrated at 422 is a SWitch connected to the 
This SWitch is Oper 

ated from a cam 423 secured to the gear 92 car 
ried on the stub shaft. 93 of the multiplying unit 
gear train illustrated on the right side of Fig 
lure. 
The Switch 422 is of the same type as the 

SWitch 38 provided for the multiplier unit notor, 
i.e., the type normally urged to the closed posi 
tion but Which may be held opened against the 
yielding impulse tending to close the same. The 
can 423 is so shaped that the switch 422 will be 
opened when the multiplying unit has completed 
approximately one-half its cycle, i.e., at the time 
When the accounting nachine has set in the null 
tiplying unit the nultiplier factor and for ap 
proximately the time required for the multiplier 
unit to move the brushes to the multiplying 
position. The cam 423 engages a cam roller. 42. 
carried by the lever 425, which lever 425 has the 
Switch engaging end 426. The lever 425 is piv-, 
oted on a pin 427 carried by the main frame. A 
latch means is provided for maintaining this 
SWitch open throughout the remainder of the 
nultiplier and clearing cycles and includes a 
latch arm 428 which is pivoted on a pin 429. The 
latch... member 428 has a latch end 43); adapted 
to fit OWera, latch projection 3 of the Switch 
lever 425. 
The latch lever 428 is yieldably connected to a 

link. 432 by means of a pin 433 fitting in an elon 
gated slot. 434 and held in balanced position with 
in the slot through the medium of a pair of op 
posed Springs 435 which yieldably tend to, main 
tain the pin 433 centrally of the slot 434. 
The link 432, is in turn connected by means 

of a, pin 436 to an extension 437 of the yoke 63 
journaled on the shaft. 52. The link. O6, which 
actuates the clutch interrupter 3. Of the 
multiplicand frame shifting clutch is supported 
by a lever, 438 which is pivoted on the pin 44 
in yoke 4. The lever 38 is connected to the 
link 96 through a pin 439 and slot. 44. When 
the link 432 is freed by both the arm 466 and 
the control. 465, the pin 436 may enter the notch 
453 and does so when the yoke 63 is rotated at 
the beginning of the multiplier cycles. At the 
end of the nultiplier Cycles the yoke 63 is again 
rotated by the release of the member 55 to take 
the position shown in Figure 43. When the yoke 
53 is in the position shown in Figure 40, the link 

432 is in the raised position so that the Spring 435 
urges the lever 428 in a counter clockwise direc 
tion, and when the roll 424 is on the high part of 
can 423, the lugs A30 and 43 engage. Continued 
rotation of the can A23 therefore does not affect 
the position of the roll 424 and its a SSociated arm 
425 so that the switch 422 is held open until the 

When the yoke S3 
is rotated to the position shown in Figure 43, the 
spring 435 urges the lever 428 in a clockwise direc 
tion so that the lugs 43 and 43 disengage when 
the cam 423 again contacts the roll 424 during 
the clearing cycle. The parts are all restored 
to the positions shown in Figure 43 at the end of 
the clearing cycle. 

Multiplication by a constant factor 
An adjustinent is provided by the locking mem 

ber 465 which is provided with a rectangular 
latching ineraber 47 having sides of unequal 
length, which sides engage the edge of the link 
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The multiplicand is retained and used as a con 
stant factor for each subsequent multiplication 
by manually rotating the member 465 to the 
pOSition. Where its shorter side holds the link 432 so 
that the pin 436 can not enter the notch 463, 
Which prevents the multiplicand clearing mech 
anism from operating due to the fact that the re 
Setting mechanism for the multiplier racks will 
not be permitted to operate but will remain in 
their position ready to be multiplied by a subse 
quently applied multiplier. This is accomplished 
by preventing the clutch disabling member 17 
from being swung out of the position shown in 
Figure 3. The can shaft, 96 is therefore held 
Stationary and the brush frames and brushes are 
not restored. 

Chair multiplication 
Due to the fact that the multiplying unit is 

controlled by the racks 2 of the accounting ma 
chine, it is possible to reintroduce a product of a 
multiplication into the multiplying unit as a 
factor of a subsequent multiplication. This is 
accomplished by taking off the product, as here 
tofore described, with the accounting machine 
carriage Set in the position to introduce either a 
first factor or a second factor into the setting 
gears E of the multiplying unit. No number keys 
On the keyboard are pressed, but the motor bar is 
actuated. The product is then printed and set 
on the setting gears E as the first or second factor 
of a Subsequent multiplication as may be de 
sired. No special mechanism is required to do 
this; the ability to reset products in the multiply 
ing unit without the use of the keyboard being a 
natural consequence of the relationship between 
the two machines which has already been de 
Scribed. This is very important in a series of 
multiplications as is required in chain discount 
because it saved the operator the work of re 
setting the product in the keyboard. 

It is also important in certain engineering 
calculations involving the repetitive use of a 
factor such as is required in compound interest 
Work or other geometric progressions, in raising 
of numbers to the nth power, etc. With the con 
stant factor set, such a series Once started will 
proceed automatically without the necessity of 
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reSetting the factors or the products of the suc 
cessive Steps of the progression. Thus two key 
board settings will be sufficient to calculate the 
product of an extended series. Totals from the 
accumulators 4 of the accounting machine may 
also be introduced as factors into the setting gears 
E in the same manner and for the same reasons as 
heretofore explained. 
We have now described all the electrical and 

mechanical elements of the machine and ex 
plained how they function. We shall now further 
illustrate the functioning of our machine by an 
example of a multiplication as performed on our 
machine. In this example we will make particu 
lar reference to the wiring diagram (Figure 71) 
and the timing chart (Figure 86) which We will 
first describe. However, we shall make no at 
tempt to describe the nature or method of opera 
tion of the elements except in a general way, as 
reference to the foregoing description will give 
adequate detail. : 
In the wiring diagram (Figure 71) the interre 

lationship of the various electrical elements is 
shown schematically. Starting from its source 
the Current flows to the feed brush of the switch 
25 and also to the feed brush of the switch 258. 
As has been explained, switches 25 and 258 
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44 
are closed separately so as to provide two paths 
for the current. Taking first the SWitch 25: 
This contains a plurality of leads each of which is 
Connected to one of the feed plates 252. For Sim 
plicity only two such leads are shown in the 
Wiring diagram as these serve to show completely 
every circuit involved. Riding on these feed 
plates are brushes 1-lb which are continuously 
in contact thereWith, Connected. With brushes 
-b are brushes 7-c. Which are initially in Con 
tact with insulating pates 2S5, but the brush 
pairs -a and 7-b may be moved so that each 
brush T-d may contact any one of the pins 255. 
Each pin 255 is connected to the plate 252 Which 
has the same digital value as the pin and contacts 
no other plate. The digital Value of the plates 
262 is shown in Figure 71 and the digital Value 
of the pins 255 is indicated by the full line nu 
Inerals in Figure 78. AS has been previously 
stated, there are nine plates 262 associated with 
each insulating plate 265 and each plate 262 is 
connected to a brush 230. The brush pairs 7-d 
and I-b may therefore be moved to carry cur 
rent through an appropriate pin. 255 and its 
associated plate 262 to any one of the nine brushes 
230 associated with a particular insulating plate 
265. The brushes 230 are in continuous contact 
With the brushes 20 which are movable to coin 
tact a plurality of wires 269. The wires 269 serve 
as contacts and also serve to carry current to the 
Solenoids 344. Each brush 20 Which carries 
current representative of a digital value of “one' 
may only contact a wire 269 terminating in a 
Solenoid 344 having a digital Value of “one,' and 
SO on for digital Values up to nine. However, 
Since a fixed stop representative of nine has been 
provided in the accumulator control as previously 
explained, a resistance Wire has been Substituted 
for the #9 Solenoid. The current is thus brought 
to the Selected Solenoid or to the resistance Wire 
and flows through the Seiected element to the 
Connon lead 528 and thence through the zero 
Solenoid to the source of current. 

et us now follow the paths of the current 
through the switch 258. When this Switch closes 
Switch 257 is open and the current will flow to 
feed plates 253. Riding on these feed plates and 
continuously in contact therewith are brushes 
7-c. Paired with brushes 7-c are brushes 7-d 
Which are initially in contact with insulating plate 
264, but brush pairs T-c and 7-d may be moved 
SO that each brush -d may contact any one 
of pins 256. Each pin 256 is connected to a 
piate 26 having a digital value corresponding to 
the digital value of the pin 256 and contacts no 
other plate. The digital value of the plates 267 
is shown in Figure 71 and the digital value of 
the pins 256 is indicated by the dotted line nu 
Inerals in Figure 78. As has been Stated, these 
plates represent left hand components of partial 
products while plates 262 represent right hand 
COInponents. There are eight plates 267 associ 
ated With each insulating plate 264 and each 
pate 267 is connected to a brush. 23. From the 
brushes 230 the current flows as previously de 
scribed through the brushes 270, the wires 269, 
the Selected Solenoids representing the digital 
values from 1 to 8 of the next higher order, the 
COInnon leads 528, the Zero coils and back to the 
Source of current. 

Each brush pair , i. e., a, b, c and d, being 
mounted on the rack , moves horizontally, in 
dependent of any other brush pair, but all brush 
pairs move Wertically together with the frame 
39. All the brushes 20 move as a unit With 
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frame 229. All other electrical elements illus 
trated in Figure 71 are stationary except the 
SWitches 25 and 28. 

Figure 86 is a timing chart, showing what ele 
ments are operating at a given time. We have 
explained how under control of one revolution 
clutch mechanism, the gear 8 (Figure 23) tends 
to make One evolution. When the notor is started 
and having done So cones to rest unless the 
control bail 44 is held and thus prevents the 
motor fron being Stopped. One revolution of 
gear 8 is called a cycle and is represented on 
the timing chart by 360 degrees. The Eining 
chart relates the Operation of each element to the 
other elements in terms of the langular position 
of gear S7 as it, noves through one complete revo 
lution. 
AS has been explained, the first, operating cycle 

is the multiplicanid cycle. It begins with the 
Simultaneous tripping of latch 49 and latch 35 
as already described. 
Tripping latch is releases arn 5 , and rod 55 

nowing downward trips atch 09 (Figure 30). 
Latch 35 releases Switch arm 36 which closes the 
SWitch 38 and Starts the notor. As will be seen 
from the Chart, this tripping Operation is foll 
lowed innediately by the engagement of the 
liners 60 with the pinions 8. Gear 94 being per 
manently connected to the driving gears has just 
begun to move and latch 9 being tripped, gear 
94 picks up shaft SS which carries the multi 
plicand control cans A, 5 and 6. It carries 
this shaft 96 for 80 degrees and the shaft, is then 
declutched by paw . Cain A, as it turns 
throws out, the liners 3 and holds theim out for 
about 35 degrees during which period can 5 
permits the Springs f25 to drive the racks 7 and 
the brushes 7 to positions representative of the 
multiplicand. Cam 4 then permits liners T3 
to return under their spring tension and these 
liners hold racks 7 and brushes in position. 
At about 65 degrees calin S begins to act on 
lever 33 to raise frame 36. There is a dwell 
from 80 degrees to 140 degrees. When the frame 
f3 is raised half way. During this time the pin 
ions f return to normal, the calm 44 acting on 
roller 45 having concurrently disengaged the 
liners 60. Can 6 now continues to raise the 
frame 36 to its highest position, i.e., with the 
brushes over the first row of contacts 255. Cam 
44 being borne on gear 94 continues to rotate 
moving the liners 6 still further from the pin 
ions 8 but this action has no significance in the 
nultiplican vice. 
At about 355 degrees latches 49 and 35 are re 

latched, control bail 44 being free, and the gears 
COntinue under their momentum for about five de 
grees and then the driving shaft is declutched by 
the One revolution clutch. As shown in the 
chart, cam 423 holds the switch 422 open during 
most of last 180° of the cycle, thus preventing 
the concurrent operation of the accounting ma 
chine. 
The multiplier cycle also begins. With the trip 

ping of the latch 49 and the latch 35. However, 
as has been explained, the control link for this 
cycle also rotates yoke S3, moving clutch con 
trol links 64 and 3 (Figure 41) so as to en 
gage Can Shaft, 88 to driving gear 8 and can 
shaft 6 to driving gear 68. The cams on these 
shaftS Control the functioning of the elements 
during the nultiplier cycles. First calm 243 per 
mits Spring 244 (Figure 47) to set, the control 
discs 85 and the denominational distributor 
brush frame 229. This setting is complete at 
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about 45 degrees. Then cam 2T drives the mul 
tiplier brush frame 39 to position. This move 
ment is completed at approximately 95 degrees 
and can 24 engages liner 203 to hold brush 
fraine 39 in position until about 250 degrees of 
rotation have taken place, then cam 222 drives 
the brush frame 39 back to its starting position. 
At about 135 degrees of rotation cam pin 333 
on can 33 actuates the Switch 25 to set the 
units component in the accumulator control. 
Thereafter box cam 37 pushes the pinions 3 
into engagement with the product accumulator. 
The can 297 then rotates these pinions 3 and 
holds them in the rotated position while can 
3 withdraws them from the product accumul 
lator. Cam 296, then restores the accumulatO 
control mechanism and pinions 3 f to their ini 
tial position, As soon as this restoring operation 
is complete, pin 339 on clutch plate 340 (Figure 
74) actuates Switch 258 to introduce the tens 
component in the accumulator control. Con 
tinued rotation of cans 3, 297 and 296 serves 
to engage, operate and disengage the pinions 3 
to add the tens component, the timing and man 
ner of operation being the same as for the units 
component. As soon as the tens component has 
been added, cam 243 drives the control discs 86 
and the denominational distributor 229 back to 
the initial position and the cycle is complete. 
During this cycle cam 44 is rotating as it is also 
during the multiplicand cycle. At about 62 de 
grees this cam pulls the link 2 (Figures 30 and 
31) and through rod 55 rotates the pivoted le 
vers 56, about pin 58. One and only one lever 
9 is in position with its tip 377 opposite the 

tip 36 of the associated pivoted ever 56. The 
first action of cam 44 serves to move these tWO 
tips nearly into contact, all other pivoted levers 
56 moving idly. At about 230 degrees link if 2 is 
given a further upward impulse by can 44 
which raises rod 55 further. Because of the con 

5 
revolution. 
of the trigger mechanism clutches the clearing 

tact, between tips 35 and 3TT the appropriate 
pivoted lever 56 pushes upward on link 59, rais 
ing liner 60 and releasing the appropriate pinion 
8 to return to normal. All other pinions 8 are 

unaffected since their associated pivoted levers 
56 nove idly. As has been explained, if only 
Cne pinion 8 is set (i. e., if there is only one 
multiplier digit) bail 44 will now be free and the 
clearing cycle will begin automatically. If, how 
ever, other pinions 8 remain set, other multi 
pier cycles Will follow exactly like the first until 
all pinions 8 have been cleared out. During the 
first multiplier cycle can 423 opens Switch 422 
and it is held open until the end of the clearing 
cycle, as explained under the heading Safety in 
terlock. 
At the end of each multiplier cycle the latches 

49 and 35 tend to reset, themselves out are pre 
vented from so doing by control bail 44. It has 
een explained how the last multiplier cycle 

frees control bail is and permits this latching 
Operation to take place and also how - as the 
latching operation does take place it releases a 
trigger mechanism set at the beginning of the 
multiplier cycles which immediately unlatches 
these elements to start the clearing cycle. All 
though the latching operation is not fully com 
pleted before it is reversed, nevertheless it, can 
be said that in effect the clearing cycle starts 
With the unlatching of these elements. Borne on 
the gear 8 and continuously rotating with it is 
can 4. This can idly moves arm 399 With each 

A.S. has been explained, the release 
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arm 39 to the arm 399, and through the restora 
tion of yoke 63 declutches the multiplier cam 
shafts 88 and 67. This resetting of yoke 63 
imparts a downward pull on link 06 (Figures 
43 and 31). It will be remembered that cam 
shaft 96 made only 2 revolution during the mull 
tiplicand cycle and then was declutched by pawl 
f07. The downward pull on link O6 releases 
pawl 07 and moves pawl 03 into the disengag 
ing position, thus permitting cam shaft 96 to 
make its remaining Az revolution and restore it 
self to its initial position. As shown in the tim 
ing chart, the cam 40 operates to clear the prod 
uct accumulator and set the product in the trans 
fer assembly during the first 180 degrees of the 
clearing cycle. The gear 94 then picks up cam 
shaft 96 for the remaining 180 degrees. As this 
shaft revolves, cam ft 6 will turn to permit the 
Spring 37 to return the frame 36 and frame 
39 connected thereto to their initial positions, 
cam 4 will release the spring pressure on liners 
T3 to permit restoration of racks 7 t and cam t 5 
will restore the racks 7 . The latches 49 and 35 
noW being free to do so Will latch at the end of 
the clearing cycle which will then be complete. 
Latch 09 will also be relatched link 06 having 
been pulled downward. Cam 4 also rotates 
during the clearing cycle raising liners 60, yoke 
63 having been reset, and these liners are 
latched in the raised position at the end of the 
clearing cycle. 
The printing operation is not shown in the 

timing chart as it is done by the accounting ma 
chine and is controlled by the timing elements 
therein. 
We shall now give an example of the multipli 

cation .36X.54. Figure 71 shows the circuits for 
the two lowest orders of the machine which serve 
to illustrate fully all the circuits involved as 
higher order circuits are identical. 

First .36 is set up on the keyboard of the ac 
counting machine and the motor bar pressed. 
This starts the multiplicand cycle as above de 
scribed. During this cycle the pinions 8 of the 
two right-hand banks are rotated to represent 
.36 and locking in position by the liners 60. The 
release of the liners 73 as above described then 
permits the springs to drive the brush pairs 7 of 
the two right hand banks in a horizontal direc 
tion to positions representative of .36. The 
brush pairs 7 are then locked in position by the 
liners 3. Then as above described the frame 36 
is raised and pushed upward with it the frame 
39 carrying the brush pairs T. There is a dwell 
during this upward movement in which the pin 
ions 8 are released to return to normal. The 
movement then continues until it places the 
brush pairs 7 over the selected contacts 255 in 
the first row of contacts. In this case over the 
contacts representing 3 and 6 in the wiring dia 
gram Figure 71, see also Figure 78. Circuits rep 
resentative of .36 (the multiplicand) have thus 
been selected. The accounting machine carriage 
has now tabulated to the position to set the mul 
tiplier and .54 is set in the keyboard and the no 
tor bar pressed. This rotates the pinions 8 of 
the two banks on the extreme right and liners 69 
lock them in the rotated position. So as to repre 
sent the multiplier .54. As frame 35 was moved 
upward during the multiplicand cycle it carried 
gears f48 into mesh with gears 20. 
ment of gears 20, however, is controlled by pin 
ions 8 as previously described. Thus, pinions 8 
now serve through gears 20, 48 and 85, to con 
trol the upward motion of racks 83 and racks 
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83 in turn control the upward motion of brush 
frame 39 as has previously been described. It 
has been explained that, frame 39 is driven up 
ward through a flexible drive by cam 27, and 
also how the control discs 86 with the operation 
stops 88 and the related cutouts 92 serve to 
allow the pinions 8 to successively control the 
upward movement of frames 39 and 229. This 
Successive control begins With the extreme right, 
hand pinion 8 that is set. In this case 04. The 
distributor frame 229 is initially set for nultipli 
cation by a digit in the hundredths place and 
Since a pinion 8 in this bank has been set the 
related operation stop holds shaft 87 and hence 
distributor frame 229 in the initial position. 
Cam 27, however, drives the brush frame 39 
and with it the brush pairs 7 as far as the pinions 
8 will permit; in this case four Spaces. Refer 

ence to the wiring diagram will show that the 
brushes a will then be over the contacts repre 
senting 2 and 4 (see also Figure 78) and the 
brushes d over the contacts 1 and 2. This rep 
resents a right hand component of 24 and a left 
hand component of 120. It should be here ex 
plained that zero (0) in this description always 
represents a position and is used for convenience 
in indicating the decimal order of digits. There 
are no Zero keys, no zero contacts, no zero cir 
cuits, and no actuation of the machine for any 
Zero in any number. There is a Zero release cir 
cuit through the Zero solenoid but this is solely 
for the purpose of permitting the bank to become 
Operative and not for the purpose of indicating 
Ze"O. 
The digital value of the product of .36x.04 is 

of course 144, the Sun of the components 120 and 
24 as now represented by the circuits selected. 
Following the circuits thus established will show 
that these actuate the solenoids of the accumul 
lator control as .0024 and 0120 the sum of which 
is the decimally correct product .0144, which 
product is accumulated in the product accumu 
lator operating under the control of the accu 
mulator control. First the Switch 25 is closed, 
which simultaneously actuates the Soleiloid nun 
bered 2 in the thousandths bank and the Sole 
noid numbered 4 in the ten thousandths bank, 
and also the zero release Solenoids in these tWO 
banks. The circuit is ciOSed only long enough to 
latch down the armature stops 28. During the 
time the switch 257 is operating the pinions 3 
are being engaged with the product accumulator. 
As soon as engaged, they are held in engagement 
while the partial product .0024 is imparted to 
the product accumulator. Then, as previously 
described, the pinions 3 are disengaged from 
the product accumulator and the accumulator 
control is restored to its original position. There 
after the SWitch 258 is closed non?entarily to 
latch the amatures 28 of the Solenoids nurn 
bered 1 in the hundredths bank and the Solenoid 
numbered 2 in the thousandths bank and also 
the zero release solenoids in these banks. Dur 
ing this time the pinions 3 are being reengaged 
with product accumulator and when engaged the 
pinions 3 are driven as before to introduce the 
partial product .012 in the product accumulator 
which will then read .0144. Then the pinions 3 
are Withdrawn and the accumulator control re 
stored as before. As soon the the brushes T have 
delivered the left hand components to the Sole 
noids, the brush frame 39 is returned to its ini 
tial position over the first row of contacts 255. 
Then the denominational brush frame 229 is re 
turned to its initial position if it has been moved 
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from its initial position, which it has not in this 
case, During this operation the right hand pin 
ion 8 has been released by the action of cam 44 
and the pivoted lever 56, as previously described. 
The pinion f8 which is second from the right, 
however, still contains the digital value 5 since 
the pivoted lever 56 in this bank moved idly as 
has been previously explained. 
This pinion 8 being set, bail 44 is held and the 

motor will continue to run starting the second 
multiplier cycle. The same sequence of events 
takes place in this cycle as in the previous one. 
However, the lever 40 in the tenths bank (i. e. the 
one associated with pinion 8 containing the 
multiplier 5) is the only one now set. Shaft 8T 
will, therefore, rotate under the pull of spring 244 
until it is stopped by the related operations stop 
88 on a distance of one space. This Will move 

the denominational distributor 229 to the posi 
tion in which all the brushes 20 are over Wires 
269 representing the next higher denominational 
order but of the same digital value. The brushes 

will now move from the position representing 
.36 (the multiplicard) five Spaces to a position 
Where they contact pins 255 representing 50, the 
digital value of the right hand component of the 
product of 36X5, and contact pins 256 represent 
ing 130 the left hand component of 36X5. How 
ever, the denominational distributor being ad 
wanced one space these digital values will actu 
ate solenoids in the accumulator control having 
decimal values of .0500 and .1300 respectively. 
This will be accumulated in the product accumu 
lator as .18 in the manner previously described. 
There is already in the product accumulator the 
value .014.4 so this will bring the reading to .1944, 
the product of .36X.54. 
Having completed the second multiplier cycle 

there will be no pinions 8 remaining set and bail 
44 Will be free, thus permitting the double trigger 
latch 59, 53, Figure 40, to be released to start 
the clearing cycle as previously explained. The 
two right hand gears in the transfer assembly are 
adapted to engage the two right hand racks 2 in 
the accounting machine (or extensions thereof). 
These racks represent tenths and hundredths be 
cause the accounting machine is designed pri 
marily for handling figures representing dollars 
and cents. When, therefore, the product accu 
nulator is cleared into the transfer assembly as 
previously described, the thousandths and ten 
thousandths digits Will be dropped and the trans 
fer assembly Will contain .19, the correct product 
in cents, or to two places, and it is this product 
which will be printed during the printing cycle 
of the accounting machine. It should be under 
stood, however, that the position of the decimal 
point on the keyboard and in the printer is a 
purely arbitrary matter. This could have been 
fixed normally at five or any other desired num 
ber of places to the right of the decimal point 
or could be variable. The functioning of the mul 
tiplying unit is in noWise limited to a two deci 
mal place machine. 
Having fully described our invention and One 

particular adaptation thereof to a particular type 
of accounting machine, it will be obvious to those 
skilled in the art that our invention is not limited 
to the adaptation illustrated. It is, however, par 
ticularly useful and economical in many cases to 
utilize all of the Operative elements of the ac 
counting machine as Supplementing our multiply 
ing unit without the necessity of repetition of 
these operating elements or parts in the multiply 
ing unit and without limiting the accounting ma 
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chine in the performance of its original functions. 
We claim 
1. A movable element settable to indicate by 

the amount of movement thereof a multiplicand 
digit and a multiplier digit, a movable brush, and 
means interposed between said movable brush 
and said movable element to move said brush to 
a position representative of a multiplicand, and to 
move said brush at right angles thereto to a posi 
tion representative of the multiplier. 

2. In a multiplying unit, a multiplying circuit 
member having contacts positioned to represent 
products, a novable element settable to indicate 
by the amount of movement a multiplicand digit 
and a multiplier digit, a movable brush for select 
ing a product position, and means interposed be 
tween said movable brush and said movable ele 
ment to move said brush to a position representa 
tive of a multiplicand, and to move said brush 
at right angles thereto to a position representa 
tive of the multiplier. 

3. In a multiplying unit, the combination. Of 
a plurality of multiplying circuit members, each 
having electrical contacts representative of the 
right-hand components of a partial product and 
each having electrical contacts representative of 
left-hand components of a partial product, said 
multiplying circuit members being mounted 
spaced apart in side to side relation. With the 
right-hand component contacts of one member 
adjacent the left-hand component contacts of a 
second member, circuit selecting members inter 
posed between said multiplying circuit members 
to engage said right-hand component contacts of 
one multiplying member and said left-hand com 
ponent contacts of an adjacent multiplying cir 
cuit member to complete electrical circuits, elec 
trical accumulating means, and means interposed 
in said circuits whereby the said circuits are com 
pleted successively to contacts representative of 
right and left-hand components of partial prod 
uctS. 

4. In a multiplying machine, the combination 
of a moving element, the magnitude of move 
ment of which is determined by the digital value 
of a multiplicand and multiplier successively, a 
brush operatively connected to said moving ele 
ment, and means interposed between the brush 
and the moving element for driving the brush 
through a path determined by the magnitude of 
the movement of said movable member as deter 
mined by the digital value of the multiplicand, 
and means for driving the brush through a path 
at right-angles to the first path determined by 
the movement of Said movable element with re 
spect to the digital value of the multiplier. 

5. In a multiplying machine, contacts repre 
sentative of products, brushes for carrying cur 
rent to said contacts, means for moving said 
brushes individually to positions representative 
of the first factor of a multiplication, and means 
for selectively moving the individually positioned 
brushes as a unit to positions representing the 
product of all the digits in the first factor by 
each significant digit in the second factor. 

6. In a multiplying unit, the combination of 
an electrical multiplying member having con 
tacts representative of the light-hand con 
ponent of a multiplication of one number by 
another, brush members, means for shifting the 
brush members in one direction representative of 
a unidigit number, and means for shifting the 
brush members in a second direction represent 
ative of a second unidigit number whereby the 
brush members Will be positioned in contact with 
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one of said contacts representative of the right 
hand component of the product of said numbers. 

7. In a multiplying machine, the combination 
of electrical multiplying members, each having 
electrical contacts representative of right-hand 
components of a partial product and each hav 
ing electrical contacts representative of left 
hand components of a partial product of the 
next lower order as respects said right-hand con 
ponents, brush elements, means for moving the 
brush elements individually in One direction dis 
tances representative of the digits of the first 
factor, means for moving the brush elements as 
a unit through a second direction representing a 
digit of a second factor whereby any of said 
brush elements is moved to a position in which 
Such brush element may be electrically Connected 
to a contact representative of the right-hand 
digit of said partial product and may be also 
electrically connected to a contact representative 
of the left-hand digit of Said partial product. 

8. In a computing machine, multiplying cir 
cuit, devices having predetermined Contacts 
representative of the partial products of two uni 
digit factors, movable brushes for Selecting con 
tacts representative of said partial productS, 
means for imparting motion to the brushes which 
is representative of one digit of a multiplicand 
and one digit of a multiplier so as to move Said 
brushes to contacts representative of the partial 
product of said unidigit factors, a denominational 
distributor having contact positions represent 
ative of decimal values and movable brushes 
for selecting decimal value positions, means for 
moving the brushes to the decimal value posi 
tions, means for establishing circuits through 
said multiplying circuit devices and Said denom 
inational distributor, an accumulator operatively 
controlled by said circuits to give a final product, 
and means operably associated With the accumu 
lator for recording the final product, 

9. In a computing machine, multiplying cir 
cuit devices having predetermined contacts repre 
sentative of the partial products of two unidigit 
factors, movable brushes for selecting contacts 
representative of said partial products, means for 
inparting notion to the brushes which is repre 
Sentative of one digit of a multiplicand and One 
digit of a multiplier So as to move said brushes 
to contacts representative of the partial prod 
uct of said unidigit factors, a denominational 
distributor having contact positions represent 
ative of decimal values and brushes nowable to 
the decimal value positions, means for moving 
the latter said brushes to the decimal value posi 
tions, a plurality of electro-magnets, means, for 
establishing circuits through said multiplying cir 
cuit devices and said denominational distributor 
and said electro-magnets, an accumulator oper 
ably controlled by Said electro-magnets to give 
a final product, printing devices, and means op 
erably associated With the accumulator for con 
trolling the printing devices to print the final 
product. 

10. In a multiplying machine, first factor and 
second factor receiving devices, means to give 
partial products of the first factor by the sec 
ond factor, an accumulator for accumulating 
partial products to give a final product, decimal 
shift means, including a movable member inter 
mediate to Said partial product means and said 
accumulator to place the partial products in the 
accumulator in the appropriate decimal order, 
Said decimal shift means also including a means 
Selectively controlled by the second factor receiv 
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ing devices to control the movement of the mov 
able member, said last named means including 
a member having stop means related thereto, and 
said last named member being operably connected 
to said nowable member. 

ll. In a multiplying machine, first factor and 
Second factor receiving devices normally repre 
Senting predetermined decimal values, means to 
give partial products of the first factor by the 
Second factor, an accumulator for accumulating 
partial products to give a final product, decimal 
shift means, including a movable member inter 
mediate to said partial product means and said 
accumulator to place the partial products in the 
accumulator in the decimal order appropriate to 
the normal decimal values set up in the first 
factor and Second factor receiving devices, said 
decimal shift means also including a means con 
trolled by the second factor receiving device to 
control the movement of the movable member, 
Said last named means including a member hav 
ing staggered cut-outs and stop means and said 
last named member being operably connected to 
said movable member, means for selectively ad 
justing the operable connection between said 
Inenber having stop means and said movable 
member in advance of setting factors in said re 
ceiving devices so as to vary the normal decimal 
relationship existing between said first factor and 
Second factor receiving devices and said accumu 
lator. 

12. In a multiplying unit, the combination of 
an electrical multiplying member having con 
tacts representative of the left-hand component 
of a multiplication of one number by another, 
brush members, means for shifting the brush 
members in One direction representative of a 
unidigit number, and means for shifting the 
brush members in a second direction repre 
Sentative of a second unidigit number whereby the 
brush members will be positioned in contact with 
Oile of Said Contacts representative of the left 
hand component of the product of said numbers, 

13. In a cyclically operable multiplying ma 
chine, a keyboard for setting up digits in decimal 
Orders to represent numbers to be used as factors 
in a multiplication, an accumulator for accumu 
lating partial products to give a final product, a 
plurality of digit printing elements, one for each 
decimal order of the accumulator, a plurality of 
racks, each rack being operatively connected to a 
digit printing element, selective operating de 
Vices to cause the racks to move and to cause said 
printing elements to print the numbers, multi 
plicand receiving devices, devices cooperable with 
Said multiplicand receiving devices and with said 
Selective Operating devices to cause an initial op 
eration of the racks to effect the positioning of 
said multiplicand receiving devices to represent 
all the digits of a multiplicand set up on the 
keyboard and to print said multiplicand, multi 
plier receiving devices, devices cooperable with 
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Said multiplier receiving devices and with said 
Selective operating devices to cause a second op 
eration of the racks to effect the positioning of 
Said multiplier receiving devices to represent all 
of the digits of a multiplier set up on the key 
board and to print said, multiplier, devices op 
eratively independent of the said selective operat 
ing devices and racks including partial product 
multiplying and decimal positioning mechanisms 
cooperable with said multiplicand and multiplier 
receiving devices for imparting to the accumu 
lator in Successive cycles of operation the partial 
products of all the digits of the multiplicand by 
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each digit of the multiplier so as to accumulate a 
final product in the accumulator in the decimal 
position appropriate to the factors set up on the 
keyboard, and devices cooperable with the 
multiplier receiving devices and With the ac 
cumulator to cause a third operation of the racks 
by said selective operating devices to print the 
accumulated final product. 

14. In a multiplying machine, a keyboard for 
setting up digits in decimal orders to represent 
numbers to be used as factors in a multiplication, 
an accumulator for accumulating partial products 
to give a final product, printing mechanism, racks 
cooperable with said keyboard, accumulator and 
printing mechanism, selective operating devices 
to cause operation of said racks and printing 
mechanism, multiplicand receiving devices, de 
vices cooperable with said multiplicand receiving 
devices and said selective operating devices to 
cause an initial operation of said racks to effect 
the positioning of said multiplicand receiving de 
wices to represent all of the digits of a multipli 
cand set up on the keyboard and to print said 
multiplicand, multiplier receiving devices, devices 
cooperable with said multiplier receiving devices 
and with said selective operating devices to cause 
a second operation of the racks to effect the posi 
tioning of Said multiplier receiving devices to 
represent all of the digits of the multiplier set 
up on the keyboard and to print said multiplier, 
devices operatively independent of the said se 
lective operating devices and racks including 
partial product multiplying and decimal posi 
tioning mechanism cooperable with said multi 
plicand and multiplier receiving devices for im 
parting to said accumulator the partial products 
of all of the digits of the multiplicand by each 
digit of the multiplier So as to accumulate a final 
product in said accumulator in the decimal posi 
tion appropriate to the factors set up on the key 
board, and devices responsive to the entry in Said 
accumulator of the last of said partial products 
for controlling said selective operating devices to 
cause a third Operation of the racks to print the 
accumulated final product. w 

15. In a multiplying machine, a keyboard for 
setting up digits in decimal Orders to represent 
numbers to be used as factors in a multiplication, 
an accumulator for accumulating partial prod 
lucts to give a final product, printing mechanism, 
racks cooperable with said keyboard, accumulator 
and printing mechanism, Selective operating de 
vices to cause operation of said racks and print 
ing mechanism, multiplicand receiving devices, 
devices cooperable with said multiplicand receiv 
ing devices and said selective operating devices to 
cause an initial operation of said racks to effect 
the positioning of said multiplicanid receiving de 
vices to represent all of the digits of a multi 
plicand set up on the keyboard and to print said 
multiplicand, multiplier receiving devices, devices 
cooperable With said multiplier receiving devices 
and With said Selective operating devices to cause 
a second operation of the racks to effect position 
ing of said multiplier receiving devices to repre 
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sent all of the digits of the multiplier set up on 
the keyboard and to print said multiplier, devices 
Operatively independent of the said Selective op 
erating devices and racks including electrical cir 
cuit, partial product multiplying mechanism and 
decimal positioning mechanism cooperable with 
said multiplicand and multiplier receiving devices 
for imparting to Said accumulator the partial 
products of all of the digits of the multiplicand by 
each digit of the multiplier so as to accumulate 
a final product in said accumulator in the decimal 
position appropriate to the factors set up on the 
keyboard, and devices responsive to the entry in 
said accumulator of the last of said partial prod 
ucts for controlling said selective operating de 
vices to cause a third operation of the racks to 
print the accumulated final product. 

16. In a cyclically operable multiplying ma 
chine, a keyboard, printing mechanism, an ac 
cumulator, means for causing the printing mech 
anisin to print numbers in accordance with the 
numbers Set up On the keyboard, multiplicanid re 
ceiving devices, multiplier receiving devices, 
means controlled by said first named means for 
entering in said multiplicand receiving devices a 
representation of all of the digits of the multi 
plicand in accordance with the numbers set up 
on the keyboard, means for rendering said first 
named neans effective upon the second operation 
thereof for entering in said multiplier receiving 
devices a representation of all of the digits of the 
nultiplier in accordance With the number set up 
on the keyboard, means operatively independent 
of the first named means and associated with said 
nultiplier receiving devices for imparting to the 
accumulator in Successive cycles of operation the 
partial products of all of the digits of the multi 
plican d by each digit of the multiplier to accumu 
late a final product in said accumulator, and 
means operatively associated with the accumu 
lator and the multiplier receiving devices to cause 
a third operation of the first named means to 
print the accumulated final product. 
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